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struct ed us he wanted four explo
on the plant, Haying if we did
a good job lie would pay us $10ii extra. He said he would have to wait
WEARING DRESS
until local No. 1 in Chicago paid the
money but Patty Ryan hud culled us
'
Juarez, Mex.. Nov.- 22. Dressed in
up and said lie wanted the job done.
the height of feminine fashion, An"When we reached Chicago, the dy-- j
,
was
dreas Calles, a
We thawed it
was frozen.
namite
taken from a Juarez electric car toout by setting the suit case on a ra- day here by Mexican immigration
diator in a kitchen in my home in
agents. Fie admits having escaped
South
Sangamon
from jail at Santa Fe, X. M., with an
he and
said
when
McMunlgal
American prisoner.
1!. went to South Chicago they
James
cook
was
the
REMARKABLE
GIVES
Calles
Andreas
M'MANIGAL
day
found the glare of nearby furnaces
and
at the state penitentiary here
HE
HOW
OF
AND so brilliant they did not do as much
ACCOUNT
escaped early .Monday night with the
THE FIGHT NO BALKANS ARE DEFIANT AND DARE THE TURKSJTO, COME
damage as they intended, placing on-IN WHICH HE DECLARES THATj;;;;'
HE DELIVERS ADDRESS TO COMMISSIONERS.
M'NAMARAS PLANNED
EVEN ly two bombs instead of four.
EE
MAY
YET
NEGOTIATIONS
PEACE
TAKE
AND
F0RTIHCAT10NS
AND THAT THEi-mi..HIM
"About this time," McManigal tesGOING TO PRISON IS LIKE GOING TO WAR FOR
and then reports were receive
MORE EXTENSIVE 'OUTRAGES THAN
SUCCESSFUL
t'fied, "John .1. was startled by receiv-- i
that the convicts likely
passeu
SPIRIT OF 1778 STILL SURVIVES
i,throUBu pmo Bianco.
ing a newspaper account of the find-- ;
LOS ANGELES TIMES
The capture of Calles may lead to
ing of a suitcase at San Francisco. Jv
n wa8 a
the arrest of Wyant, alias Roberts,
(,asw containing1
and clocks which he had check-- THE POWERS NEGOTIATING
although further details as to Hie
Joseph Schwartz, Chicago, was
route Calles took after he left Santa rested this afternoon on a federal ed. He had given the check to David
HE EXPECTED TO DIE WHEN HE
Fe and how far he traveled with Wy- - warrant charging him with attempt-- Caplan, telling him to get the suit
FOR EASIER CONDITIONS
ant, are lacking. Calles was con- - jng to obstruct justice by intimidat- - ' case and drown it. hut Caplau got
SHOT BOOSEUELT HE SAYS sidcred a very bad man long before !ina Cornelius Crowlev. Monica. Pa.. 'rntd feet' heinir afraid to show uti
became of age. He was a native of a government witness in the dyna- - where the suitcase was."
for mite cases.
Silver City, and was sentenced
Edward Smythe and James K. Ray,
Crowley said Schwartz
London. Nov. 22. A battle raged to- - range a treaty which will give them
He was but 17 in
life May 13, 1901.
of a detective told Iron Workers'
officials at
union
the
presence
-man
along the entire line of fortifica- - nu uiey nave conquered uui win leave
in
day
of
he
when
case
old
22
and
another
war,
defend
the
The
Nov.
country
years
Milwaukee. Wis..
him not to testify to tne truth.
Peonu, who were arrested tnree (lays j(ms ,a T(.tla(a,jai aeeording to de- - out that which has not been conquer
ago. alter tneir iiomlsmen nau sur- fact that the
Indianapolis, Inu.. Nov.
Tl.e(ed. In view of the
Constantinople.
GOVERNOR IS NOTIFIED
;
to the mental condition nflnhn prison.
to secure
,.
1.
m
had failed
rendered them,
must
if rantnred.
......iini ,,-- ,
it
hhiin.
.mit,,
.
... i
...
'
... .
ii viiui in
1 r Innu i
. .
. ouiguiiau
UKilill
lih
oi nf
nut
r.nvfrnnr
itoii
Colonel
i nope uidi me snoi ai .uuwdUKet),
Roosevelt,
Schrank, who shot
mr-nh
ullimatelv be evacuated in accordance
and Hum trans new bonds ot S,,nne each today and .
at
a
Ohio,
Tlffin'
8ll,'d
,i,,..,i,
30
of
o'clock
Calles
tne
at
arrest
today reported unanimously that he is; has awakened the patriotism of the.)
it in suit cases cases on pas-- were confined in jail between sessions i,,,, 80 far n.)V(; ,l0,.
prevented from with the decree of the great powers
representative of porting
insane. The conclusions reached by American nation, that it opened tneir
t0 I"diannli. wa3 M!f tho collrt-eyefrom
so
lire
the Turk- it appears that the allies have no
t,'ai,is
the
senger
doing
by
In a few, minutes
to the real' danger and showed the New Mexican.
the commission are as follows:
related by cjrtie K. McMan-- i
thing to gain by insisting on the
ish
warships.
"First: John Schrank is suffering them the only safe way out of it, as the governor' was in communication lf,a, a t)f ..dvnaUiite conspiracy"
surrender of the lines which form
of
reserves
of
the
first
The
classes
from insane delusion, grandiose in i.) proven by the election returns in with Superintendent McManns of the tria today. It was the explosive used AMERICAN HELD
virtually the gates of the city. Hencu
six
the
corps
army
the hope expressed by diplomats that
The state penitentiary. 1 he governor will b .icManigal and the .McNamaras
character and of a systematized
great democratic party.
RANSOM
FOR
accordto
the colors,
By
have been called
this demand will be withdrawn, in
tile JX)S Angeles Times explos- north, south, east and west, is once at once take steps to have Calles
riety.
from
news
a
to
agency
despatch
ing
MEXICAN RE3ELS Vienna. Three of these
which case it is thought that Turkey,
jon anl by which ten
jobs
"Second: In our opinion he is in-- ; more and more solidly united and tradited.
corps
army
The news of Calles's arrest was re- - V ere blown up in spil.t of the fact, the
recognizing that she has not prospect
proudly can we prove to the nations
sane at the present time.
are stationed in the north and three oT
...
taking the offensive for the recovery
i" "
I" ...........
J"J
Washington, 1). ('., Nov." 22. Tin in the southeast of the
ouiu, umi
Thir,l- - Tin uonnnnt nf (ho nnnmv!UI lI,c "u"u "ttl- l"c opiwi UL 1 u
of her lost territory,
would quickly
stH1 al,ve ana simn never die and iciais wno nave oeeu woruing luiru nionins nau ueen on uie iran 01 ine. slate aepartment receiveu woru louay ian t,npjr(!
tion existing between delusions and
conclude that she has nothing to gain
Confident that the agita-- , that William Fink an American citi-Is an establish-- ; to trace the escaped cooks and who dynamiters
.,..
am,
tho
(,(,,ian.
tuke
the act with which he stands charg-- ! "f1 self government
by continuing the conflict, and agree
8.on zen, superin endent ot San toy Mining
weru
" a success- lact
VPoM yesterday when the ;on overb t heo e Angel,1,1s J
)0
d(.lnad made tc enter into negotiations on the basis
ed, we are of the opinion he is unable
would
low
!
8
news
rece.ved
was
the
"
T
that
descr.p-"I
have been accused pt selecting
Cfmp
,ab' , l by the allies of the Balkan nations of u surrender of all but a reasonable,
CTPa"y'
to confer intelligently with counsel on
r U1H l
" " ""
a state where capital' punishment is
"'""""""'
passeu
,
for the evacuation of the line of forti.
.
the conduct of his defense."
strip of territory at the hack of Con..
"
"
"'
Santo Domingo
I would say I did not know through
Tuesday
; 7' , , fications at Tchatalja, in front of Con- stantinople, the Dardanelles and the
V
An address by Schrank to the com abolished.
'
' "
I traveled
!the laws of any state
;
morning did not tally witn that ot
stantinople, is not believed in
missioners in which he apologized for
l'osphorus.
'
would be ridiculous for Calles and Wyant.
it
circles necessarily to mean tin1
and
through
Sofia. Nov. 22. Dr. S. Danel'f. presi.1.
.1.
McXana-- ;
i.
"When
El Paso, Nov
Four hundred end of tlit
causing uneasiness in making them me to fear death after the
reported to
for an armis- dent of the
l'
as
negotiations
act,
vr how easy it had been to steal the federal reinforcements are being
Bulgarian , parliament;
decide a matter "which would have
even though lighting has been (leneral Savoff,
liunn hotto
Bulgarian commander
trio1 Iwt i
from a stone quarrey atjed from the Casas (irandes district tice,
imirt expected to die during the act and MISS GARVIN
not live to te the story. If J knew
resumed.
in chief, and (leneral
the
Fitcheff,
P.loomville, Ohio, and store it in niylwith orders to retake Palomas. the
than any earthly court," was included:.,that
IS FOUND IN
my death would have made the
fathers shed at Tiffin, lie was pleas- - border port which yesterday fell into, ' F'01" So(i!1 W(,rtl comes today that chief of staff of the Bulgarian army,
in the report. In it, Schrank reviewed L,
third term tradition more sacred Ii
rebel hands. The border patrol of 1'. 'i"' victorious invaders are 'likely to have been appointed Bulgarian pleni- the vision
RIVER DEAD ed," said McManigal.
claimed toi,
I could not die lor my coun- sorry
S. troops has strict orders to prevent modify their conditions. The Furop-- ; potentates for the negotiation of an
T
cases
him
several suit
have looked into the dying eyes of the tr
brought
ex-- : armistice
between the Turkish and
the
crossing of rebel recruits who! "an powers .at the same time are
late President
McKinley, "when at .;pi.isou fornle ,a Uke going to waI.;S Providence, H. I., Nov. 22 The of dynamite as a sample and he lock'
iu piuceeu
'an niuneo. nu-- j
in a vault at the oflice of the could take up the arms of the federal
ed
it
up
"
6
Before me is the spirit of George body of Miss Norma Garvin daughter
lines
ves- - U"UM composing me uaiKau league iu immediately to me j aciuaija
";o
who
scldiers
surrendered
after
of
llernalion!ll
AssocMon
I
was confident that my life
1rldge
death.
their terms more into line with to meet the Turkish plenipotentiaries
behind that of McKin-wa- s of former Covernor L. K C. Cary.n,and structral ,ron
bring
fiithtin
Washington,
.1. J. terdav's
coming soon to an end, and I was
was found in New river today. Miss said he would send porkers.
'
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 22. The last.""1
James B. over to
at once happy to know that my real; hey..
'
Schnuik this aftenloon was order.
hrln me carrv it. We liroinrht it in free transportation to American re-- !
.
,,, iti- - th.t
ed t0 be committed to the Northern In- - ing. The body was ill deep water, not'
t
i
fneees from Mexico, was issued hvi
;
i,
ui,i
my country and the cause of republi- sane
ARE
BACK
ICRUISEF.S
hospital, Oshkosh, by Judge far from the shore. Members of Miss coui,j not store It all at the' iron Work- - the army quartermaster
department
canism.
PRE&lDENT-ELECFROM LONG JOURNEY.
wil&on
Backus, after a dozen witnesses had Garvin's family said that she had been ers office. We had about 200 pounds. tcduy. Congress made an appropria--w
'
'
"The shot at Milwaukee, which ere offered testimony in connection with unusually reticent during the last tew
ror
to
tnese
"
tion
any
lt Vas decided to rent a barn. We
people
senaing
San Diego, Cal., Nov. 22. Back
ated an echo in all parts of the world, the shooting- of Colonel Roosevelt.
llamliton, Bermuda, Nov. 22.
weeks and had taken many evening rented a barn in West
St. noint in the United Slates thev wish
from long service in China and CenV l'resideut-elec- t
Wilson today had
was not a shot fired at the citizen, The fire alienists each declared that walks. She had complained of trouble fn Indianapolis, ownedWashington
ed
to
were
forced
when
go
by
they
Daniel
by
tral .nerica,, threes armored crui.f rsV
a lively dispute with aa American
not Schrank was afflicted with a disease with her head and had expressed a:.1enpia. .Jones helped ts to get a piano the rebellion to leave Mexico. Kooseveit, not at an
of the Pacilie fleet dropped anchor
led
which
almost
a s'hot at the candidate of a
wish
photographer
would
she
in
meet
that
death
box, barrels and sawdust in which we
called chronic paranoia, that he was
in San Diego Bay. They are
today
to
blows.
of
ihe
'
inA
note found after she, packed the explosive. Wp. told him
exchange
MYSTERY IN MURDER CASE.
progressive party, not a shot to
addicted to homicidal tendencies and the water.
the
California,
(flagship) Read Admi- The
took
a
fluence the pending election, not a that he should be committed to an
snap S
potographer
left home read: "I can't get the wa-- ' we were storing some old letters, but
'
-'
"nU
&"
'
vlari"anu'
shot at Mr. Wilson, in spite of his V'V ,
to gain for me notoriety; no it stitution where diseases of this nature ter off my mind." This led to tho
took care to ask whether any
Columbus, Ohio, Nov.
C
a
Hie voyage rom Cor-hi- s
oloda
Wilson
was simply to once and forever estab-'ar- e
about
the
thereupon
barn.
of
prohibition.
Price
the river, which is near 't'i played
f
treated.
Prosecuting Attorney
today m;V
"J. .1. ordered us to cut off all the
lish the fact that any man who here-- :
angrily exclaimed; "You are no
argument in the trial of Miss Ce-Mrv Dewey would not say that the tllG 0nrvin home in Lonsdale,
for a hSvy
11
trademarks on the dynamite, because cilia Farley, accused of killing Alvin
you want a good
after aspires to a third presidential disease was incurable in Schrank's
gentleman!
ff the Tehallllte'
(JuIf( uccJdial to
il had been a mistake to leave E.
he
can
itim wm ao so at tne risk of bis life, case, but said it was doubtful that ai
Zollinger, declared impossible the1 V hrashing keep tha up.
WIFE SLAYER HANGED.
Admiral
The newspa- Southerland.
the trademarks on the dynamite pur- - manner in which the defense claims
'"ke care of myself in these
If I can not defend tradition, I can not cure could be effected.
if flit. TTit,,l CUnit, l.rt.m lwwm
j San Quentin, Calif., Nov. 22. Alex-- j
"
..amn
""" Zollinger was accmentany snot.
u, l" "jfull of accounts of our expedition in
;
ander Szafczur was hanged today for V
Angeles job.'
'The best evidence that he was not K ilvoid photographers.
Nicaragua and there is little I can
the murder of his wife, Krisa, in San
Having the new supply of explosive, ace rlentu v int ' " sa id PrW
passeu me ereaier
o,i,i ro.,r,i!
PLEA FOR GIOVANNITTI.
" ' "wsik 1. . ...ir. wiison
'
on April 4, 1910.
l"c ra,n '
i
t
..,
'
Francisco,
M.vroiui
.,ii
. .,.
j
ANOTHER SUIT GROWS
a,,a,.fit-- iu BfuU,tIlat tl)e
was in the back of his
V
la" 01 touay in niaKing oicycie ,stated
tlie admiral,
Willie Luis, a Chinese, also under the dynamiters out 'on
'
......
-OUT OF ELECTION.
S excursions iu the vicinity of his V
i ,,111
Ma
h f
ilf,,.(.
fr,,.v.,arlt
i,ot n1Q
0v i.,.,u,-V.
Salem, Mass., Nov. 22.
Scott sentenced to be haneed todav. was re- - The job of causing an jobs.
V
A
.
Los Aneeles Vnv ?
explosion in',,,,, ,,,. ,Vltn
u
, f1ra. frill,,fap residence.
Xl.h.ni nr ntnn.',.u o,i ',
res,,mmel1 llis
for prieved by the governor this week un- a $1,000,000 iron and steel
Tro
in rain coat was found over his left arm
plant
S
lent.
5 greXenaTcommitLetX J
&
construction at South Chicago, 111.,
"J believe there has scarcely been
oiovanuitti s purpose in going ti',efember
Szafczur was drunk when he shot on February 24, 1!)11, McManigal said while his right hand was grasping an
superior court late today de- an instance in the history of the navy
GOVERNOR JOHNSON IS
umbrella."
to Lawrence, he declared, was "grand his wife. Two smaller sons by an
"was knocked down to the lowest bid- manding an actual recount of the
STILL FOR A COUNT. of so many men being stationed for
ana noDte and he compared the earlier marriage saw their mother
Attorney James A. Allen, for the de- ballots cast in those precincts
i(eI
fi
biR
7.nh
in
nse.
nlea
v
nnrned
91
long a time in the tropics with so
that
young prisoner to Garrison and Lin- - killed.
which were covered by the writ
On February 19, J. B. came to my iineer ilad lnet
nt
teletrram good a record for health. There was
accjdenlal death while nr Hiram W '.InhnJon
coin. What he did during the strike
of mandate issued yesterday by
home in Chicago, and said we had a
nialaria but no more than might
attempting to commit murder and to Meyer Lissner at Los Angeles
Peters said, Giovannitti did in the; New York, Nov. 22. William Shap-open- ,
the district court of appeals in
s
to do,' McManigal testified. He then suicide,
nave mpn experienced in more
job
was
it
the
progday
saying
reported
favor of the democrats, who pro- knowing that he was surround- - h"0, driver of the "murder car" in said Herbert S. Hbckin had seen and!
m the Central American
Poits
to
there
"are
going
quit"
ed by detectives. "It is ridiculous to which the
rode to and from talked to the executive board of local
tested the canvass in those pre- cause of the court ruling yesterday in coastcincts.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 22. -- The
x believe that Giovannitti ever made tne scene of the murder of Herman No. 1, in Chicago and local No. 1
v
about wireless communi-fluh- t
date, nf the pverMitimi nf FlnvH Allon the election case, and urging that the! Speaking
X X X X X X X Ji S X Kl the speech attributed to him telling Koisenuial, was released from custody
cation, the admiral stated the cruiser
wanted
to
a job done and was ilIld Ciautle AIlen at KicIlni01,d,' Vt...
be carried on
have
ithe strikers to "go out and seek thejtllis afternoon.
"It is of little consequence," says in almost constant touch with Key
willing to pay a big fee for it. He; has been postponed from November
"
The progressives,
who were
in blood of the scabs," Peters said. "The
U1,CI
01011 ana mat the opera-o- f
man
the
a
said
Ed
named
Francis had 22 to December 13.
message, ' how the electoral vote ;u
conference most of the night decided speech quoted by the detectives iB
i
V X X X ,X X X X
V
""
California is cast. It is of grave trrs Picked up the navy station on
told the executive board he had two
to file the action in equity and then"
GUN MEN COMING WEST.
absurd, preposterous, absolutely un-iconsequence how the votes of the poiut Ionia, this port, while 1000
Cleveland men who would do the
outain, if possible, an actual recount true."
Cleveland, O., Nov. 22. Sam
miles south.
otCalil'oi-nicitizens
are counted.
South
for
i.l the contested
$500, but the
Chicago job
,:
McKINLEY'S HORSE DEAD.
l our ,,,on"'s
.
Schepps, "Bridgie" Webber, Har- precincts, to over-"as ueen given
ef
that
hope,
therefore,
every
executive board had asked Hockin
come the advantage won by the demo-- !
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Nov.
... ill
.
ry Vallon and Jack Rose, the four
",f- fT0W ana sl,ore leave was granted
fol.(
be
bv
vou
v
everv
and
made
rl)mnnl, I ' ? 2I'r0ies' informers in the Rosenthal case, whether it could be done cheaper, 22. Charger, former President
crate on what they declared to be an
n
a
progressive in. southern California to itni" au no,lr artt"r thp anchor-ha- d
the faculty of
immaterial technicality. This techni-- ! f,' h"fr,eB.U
V McKinley's riding horse, met a
perhaps for $200 or $300.
were said by the conductor and
been dropped".
see
tnat
tne
of
IjOS
vo(e
of
Angeles
arrest-!
was
'Hmois,
I
ljnlver8,tJ'
"J. B. and looked over the South
cality involved tho error admittedly
violent death today on the farm
porters, to have passed through
i
county is squarely counted as cast:
a" "'""eiiL cnarg-commiuea in two or more precincts
Cleveland today on the Lake
l"uaj
Chicago plant and decided to do il.
of Albert Lewis, at Strasburg.
and that the decision of the voters SNEED'S WIFE MIGHT GO
by election officials who desired to ing perjury in connection with an in-- !
We
to
went
Shore's New
and
limitIndianapolis
got our
tie Became entangled in a wire
of Los .Angeles shall not be altered or
INSANE, SAYS DOCTOR.
take short cuts and save work. In quiry into voting py students ot the
ed, bound for tlie west,
fence and strangled.
or1
packages eacn containing zu pounds
overturned
decisions
by
unjust
the meantime, on the advice of
institution at the last election.
IiX X X X X .X X X X
of dynamite. John J. McNamara
Deputy
I'.'Mt Worth, Texas, Nov. 22
otherwise
X'
Testi-- i
VX
DiBtrict Attorney W. Joseph Ford,
mony relating to Mrs. Sneed's mental
who fought the democratic
application
condition was given today by the de-- j
for a writ of mandate in the appellate
THOSE
BALKAN
KIDS
SASSY
HAUE
TOLD
fense in the trial of J. 15. Sneed,
JUST
GO
'EM
TAKE
TO
A
RUN
AROUND
THE
BLOCK
the
FOR
board
THEMSELUES.
court,
of supervisors will
charged with the murder of Captain A.
continue the canvass of Los Angeles
G. Boyce.
,
Dr. R. L. Means, of
county returns under the terms of the
testified he had told Sneed his
r.iandamus writ in order to get the
wife might go insane unless she were
canvass completed and the returns
certified to the secretary of state
The physigiven certain treatment.
b Monday.
cian testified he did not say anything
to Sneed about Al. Hoyce, Jr., who
Sacramento, Cal., Nov. 22. Secretory of State Jordan said today he
afterwards eloped to Canada with Mrs.
would not certify to a count, of the
Sneed.
state election Monday, but would wait
the Los Angeles returns reached
Washington, I). C, Nov. 22. The In-his office.
terstate commerce commission today
announced its wii.huiial uf leoeut
ANOTHER
ALLEN GUILTY.
administrative ruling that shipments
to Porto Rico, tlie canal zone, and the
Wytheville, Va., Nov. 22. Sidna
Philippines were coastwise commerce.
Allen, leader of tlie Allen clan which
Enforcement of the ruling would have
shot up the Carroll county court at
barred foreign ships from carrying
Hillsville last March resulting In the
American commerce to these terri- t cries.
death of five persons, was found guilty of murder in the second degree
today for the killing of Judge B. L.
Massie. The jury fixed the penalty
N
PENSION
at 15 years in the penitentiary.
V
X
X
Washington. 1). C, Nov. 22.
XAs a result of the announcement X
X by the Carnegie Corporation that X
X A MOUNMENT FOR
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THIS NEWSBOY.

X

Denver, Colo., Nov. 22.
sist in erecting a monument to
the memory of Willie Rugh, the
Gary, Indiana, newsboy who by
the giving of his crippled leg that X
X Miss Ethel Smith might live, sac- - X
X rificed his own life, more than St
X 150 "newsies" today started the
To as- -

collection of a fund.

XX

X X X X X X

$

X
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XX

a pension of $2.",nuo will be offer- X ed each
of the Tni- X ted states, a strong movement is
X expected in the coming session
X to induce congress to provide a

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

pension. Senator Culberson of S
Texas, long democratic leader of X
the senate, declared it would be X
to have former X
presidents prnsicned from a pri- - X
vate fund.
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The Little Store
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR

Thanksgiving Turkeys,
Eat
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The funeral of J.
Deming,
A. Watkins took place Tuesday afternoon with the Masonic ceremonial.
Mr. Watkins came here nine years
nun. anil linn hpen engaged in the
stock business, owning a valuable
mile8
Diapepsm
ram,h jn the ?(J dnjw about
southwest of Deming. He hail a host
Upset Stomachs
of friends here, and was one of the
in ive minutes.
mogt generally beIovf.d citizens of this
'
section. He was born in Allen county,
Ma IfiavM
.)1
.of Vilt
n'
hapt
"
, lt.
SUUIC frtcilc
luuua i7rn
t?Ail, Or JJ It! 111 Ul
jvi t tii,
taste good, but work badly; ferment a wife and eieVeu children surviving
BaJ into stubborn lumps and cause a sick, llim
His brother, John Watkins, of
sour, gassy stomacn.' .on, Jir.
finlnesville. Texas, came here to at- Mrs. Dyspeptic jot this down: Pane's tond hlm during nis illst hours, as did
IDiapepsin digests everything, leaving aJs0 h)s o)d fl.ipnu Sam stansbury,
nothing to sour and upset you. tneroiof the same p,ace and Kwing Thorn-neve- r
was anything so safely quick, asQn of E1 Pa80 Mr. Watkins carried
so certainly effective. No difference
Q Jjfe ,nBurance-hobadly your stomach is disordered
w w Uann(M. of Pasatiena.
Rey
you will get happy relief in five
and
son.ln.iaw, s. I). Athans, of
nutes, but what pleases you most is
look- -

DYSPEPSIA

bettles

r

II

Gfl

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

and regulates
strengthens
your stomach so you can eat your favorite foods Without tear.
Most remedies give you renei
isnniPtimes-th- ev
are slow, but not
:sure. Diapepsin is quick, positive
in a healthv
condition so the misery won't come
back.
You feel different as soon as Diapepsin comes in contact with the stomach
vanishes your
distress
just
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
belching, no eructations of undigested
feel
111
eHo A. flolrl coorlc in hulk and narlratpc food, -your bead clears and you
cr.cn
flnuioer
f
HCalCi
111 nillUa VI IIUTTVISi EaiMWU w IIWIW 0WWUd lu wuin miiw
HLI
n
rnn6 ;i...v.
"
fino
(Jo now, make the best investment
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
you ever made by getting a large tittyiroiu
cent case or Pape s Diapepsin
any drug store. You realize in five
minutes now needless it is to Bimei
nom inaigesuoii, uysp.a. u.
Ph04s8l,k stomach
disorder.

VWWWWT

1

1

WHOLESALE

1

3

t

1

1

1

that it

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

-

"m" LEO

HERSCH

NEW HOSPITAL
AT CARLSBAD

Wood

oal

Carlsbad, N. M. Construction of
the new building of the Eddy County
hospital will begin at once. Bids were
opened a few days ago and the contract awarded to R. J. Toffelmeir at
$7,79G.O0, this being the lowest of the
five bids submitted to the board. The
containing
building will be
twelve rooms. Red pressed brick will
be used. The old building will also
be thoroughly overhauled and made
modern in every respect. The enlarged hospital will have twenty-eigh- t
rooms in all and be able to care for
the patients that seek admission. For
some time the accommodations have
been too limited. Under the management of George Fredricks the hospital
has grown until it has become a very
creditable institution of which Carls--

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT

OF CRICHTON."

Phone One Double

two-storie-

Fancy Egg

J.

O

CAPITAL COAL YARD

1

Dad is proud.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

A general rain fell over the valley
Saturday and Sunday, amounting to
nearly two inches. The moisture is
most welcome and will help the range
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
materially. In the farming section It
SAWED WOOD
will be of much benefit to the ycung
CERRILLOS LUMP
alfalfa, of which there are several
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
thousand acres.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Several important land dea's have
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
been closed the past week. J. A. Harts- horn acquired the Smith place near
Otis in exchange for Oklahoma land.
This place is well improved, tho house
haying been rebuilt the past summer
WOODY'S STAGE LINE and a good well put down. I no old
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Hagerman farm on the east side of
From
the Pecos river, about twelve miles
La Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA TO TAOS
south, has been bought by Illinois
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
parties, mere are several tiiousnno
Both
North
South
Meets
acres in this farm that has an Inde- II.
Bounds Trains.
Telephone
pendent water right from Ui? Peers
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store).
the north bound train and arrive at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taoa at 7 p. m. '
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c
AUTO HITS A TREE.
Ten miles shorter than any othw
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good cove re hacks and good
Clarksburg, W. V., Nov. 22. Miss
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
tea "is. Fare 55.00 round trip. Teams Anna McLinden, a nurse, was killed
French Noodle Order 10c a dlM,
furnished commeroTal men to take In
three men Beriously injured late
Kw York Chop Susy 60a the surrounding toana Wire Knbude and
last mgnt wnen tneir automobile
crashed against a tree.
The injured are: W. F. Griffith, a
state distillery agent, skull fractured:
James Flynn, of Connellsville, Pa.,
skull fractured, and William Nugent,!
of Baltimore, leg broken and internal-- j
ly hurt.
Griffith was driving the machine,
The glare of a trolley car headlight
PDHIW
said to have confused him and
PP To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
IA
rlVUnl QAMTA
Arihe ran the automobile into the tree,
in New
all

oal

'V&v&ikit

Wood

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
tjAjl

lC

Mexico,
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vial NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

points

j

PnnrlAfc
Qtavinrr rUWUCra
iJldj

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

The ability to "Hang on"
"Till the Last cat s hung"
Has won out for many a man
Otherwise handicapped.
One can store up
Energy and "grit" from
The right kind of food.

j

rate-meetin- g

Trt?ii-o-

Wayland, of Clifton, Ariz., is
here with his frfmiiy to become a per- manent resident. He is employed in
the drug store of J. A. Kihiioar.
j

,
j

MAKING CHEESE
AT STATE COLLEGE

'

state

Nov. 22 The
animal husbandry department is about
to iustall a cheesemaking apparatus
f0I.

College

N. M.

ciass work and exDerimental

nur- -

poseg j0 determine the value of a
gmall cheese making plant to the
aVerage New Mexico farmer or ranch- u is thought that
el. who own8 cowstne resuits cf these experiments will
cause an increased interest in the
sibilities of the small, domestic cheese
factory on New Mexico farms and
-

po.-rive-

College.

belt last Saturday when they met the
University of New Mexico at Albu-i- s
querque and defeated them by a score
0f 27 to 0, but the result of this game
does not give them an advantage over
the cadets, as the latter also defeated
the university b' a lare score- - More- over, the injury to Quarterback Lane,
of the Aggies, in Saturday's
game,
may disable him for the Thanksgiving
game, which will be an advantage to
the Roswellites, who also have a for- midable eleven. The college won the
championship of both states last year
and Intends to hold it, but everyone
admits that it will have a hard task
on turkey day this year.
LOOKING

ON OUR

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

14.

HARDWARE COMPANY.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

r

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modhome
ern
and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that js easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
N

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

NEW
FOR PUBLICATION,

NOTICE

Supervisor R. T.

Department of tfce interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex-

5.

Notice is herety given that Frutosc
Gallegos, of Cerrlllos, New Mexico,
who, on May 20. 1908, made Homefor NE.
stead Enry No.
Section 22, Township 14 North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
to make
filed notice it intention
final .."oof, to establish claim to
the land abov described, 'oefora Register or Receive. U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, Nsvr Mexico, on th-- j 5th
day of December, 1912.
witnesses:
Claimant names as
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

livtr-trti-

CANDIES

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
who, on March 5, 1909, made Homefor
stead Application No.
SW. 4 and Lot 3, Section 5,
S.
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed

'

09058-10481-

2

BUFF ORPiNGTOUS

a

I

1.1

rNumoer or
Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00

06557-1434-

1

C.

i

ico, Oct. 15, 1912.

,

f

the "Radiant".

SOFT COAL

Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the ofliee and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

ual Taste

s

--

FOR

Mica doors are extra large fitted in recessed grooves, perfect flt.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

And Have It Ground
to Your Individ-

4

i

FOR HARD COAL

IN THE BERRY

i

I

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

j

j

BUY A COLES HEATER

'SOS

COFFEE

t,

here a RPasnn

Coles.

THE ALBANY HOTEL

1

j

be had

Purchasing a

in

BUY YOUR

l,

vJL

the advantagssto

5

j

11

to you

Demonstrating:

3

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

I

J

mm

iron ready to use, your toasted
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerf ully given.

ELECTRIC MILL!

FINE.

s

Ull.,:ll

andFuel Saver

Make I'our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

Rooms With Bath

Cloudcroft,
Our Coffees are the Best.
Balthis of the Alamo National Forest,
For Rate and Full Information Address
Grape-Natwho makes his headuarters at Cloud-crolOur Methods of Handling
has just returned from an in-- I
Q F & P. AGENT,
Them the Best. Our Priees
spection trip through the forest. He
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Best.
was accompanied on this trip
the
Contains the vital elements
by
'i
Mr. Ballhis was through
Balthis.
jMrs.
From wheat and barley;
7i
the district in the vicinity of May-IhilWeed and Pinon, through the
That make for endurance
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
Fresh Shipment of
Sacramento and Guadalupe mountains,
And cle&r.headednes.
He states that stock are in fine con-or
S.
U.
the Interior,
Department
Step Ladders,
HEINZ SAUER KRAUT,
dition and that the heavy shipments
Grape-Nut- s
has delicious
Land Office at Santa Fe, ' New Mexico,
fall
of
live
stock
months
the
CHOW-CHOduring
IN BULK,
November 5, 1912.
Ironing Tables,
Flavour, is fully cooked
has lightened up grazing to a certain
Notice is hereby given that Henry
& MINCEMEAT JUST IN
which insures plenty of grass
Kitchen Cabinets,
Ready to eat from the pkg; extent the
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
recent
The
winter
months.
during
Is quickly absorbed and
who, onTJecember 9, 190V, made home-- i
snow storm has been general through-- !
Counters, Shelving
stead entry No. 051I;M2502, for SE
out the Alamo forest and this will in-once
at
to
8
12
Begins
Section 35, Township
N, Range
sure plenty of water and a good sea-- ;
has filed notice!"If not, see me, and see how little Renair waste tissue ana
E., N. M. P. Meridian,
sen next year. The snow storms of
.
,.
thino-to
cost
r
will
have
it
rhrht.
i
r
VI lllieilliuu lu niilhK
riwi,i
tliils section are a great benefit to the
to establish claim to the land above Repairing of all kinds neatly and Store up energy for the
country insuring a good water supply
to.
U.
attended
C.
before
"
described,
Kinsell,
promptly
Harry
"Loni? strong null that wins 'and giving a good season which is of
Filing- of Saws Our Specialty.
great benefit lo agricultural interests.
Roasl "Tl,
n .A
Mexico, on the 6th day of December,
Dr. K. L. Warren made a nrofes
1912.
THE MODERN GROCERYCO.
isional trip to High Rolls Tuesday, re- '
n
Pk8f
JP
I
Claimant names as witnesses:
name
iu
uay.
turning
Albert Telephone 157 W.
AlIA rt, W. ffl
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs,
.
B. Christian, of High Rools, was
f J!a A.
I
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer,
recent visitor in Cloudcroft.
S
j
New Mexico.
a "want Ad. In ths New Mexican
S. Katosky, a well known merchant
i
sees more people In one day than you
TOSTt'M CEREAL CO., LTD.,
of High Rolls, is visiting in ColumMANUEL R. OTERO,
uvi
IBattle Creek. Mich.
bus, Ohio.
Register, can see in a month. Try one.
mrunnnnnnruuiruvn.
j

A Money

,

The football championship for Ari-- i
zona and New Mexico Is to be decid- ed at Jones park in Las Cruces on!
Thanksgiving day, when the Military
institute and the State College play!
their final game of the season. The
Aggies added another scalp to their

STOCK

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

dlseiisp,
nnei: my mo toiinil.iliun fur tluiiiiii- - liini;
troulil
scmiiliuien TiiIhtcuIuhIn ivsultH.
Arlcr l'lioiiinonlu. or any Korimis or snli-Imr'did, it Is wise lo Hike ICi'knuiif s
Don't wait to lind out wlictliir
till! I roll lili' is KPttlnir wnrsiv hut t,ilt
Kckiiuiirs .MtiMiitivn
in time iiikI avoid
i ne winders or discuse.
Head of tliu
recovery in tills cusp:
.'i.'ili No. 41st
I'lilla.. Ta.
'(ii'lillciiieii : 1 am getting along very
nicely and jinining stiengtii all the time.
I
now weigh
iiouiia;. n gain since
Scpteinher III. 11KPT. of i!S pounds more
Al- innn wnen i nrst T stiirted to take the .....
t
1....1 I.. ........ ..
fttl'Mlfv,.
years ago. as it would have saved ini
much mlseiy and distress. 1 was suffering frnni a very serious aliscessed
luug. which followed a had attack of
pneumonia. My physician and a specialist
declared my case hopeless.
I cannot hut
he thankful to you anil the Almighty
(Jod for the great blessing and change
of health it has drought inc."
(Sworn Ailldavit)
'J'MOS. KKJLLT.
(Klve years later, reports good health.)
Hckman's Alterative Is eflective in Hrun-chitiAsthma, Hay rover; Throat and
I. ung Troliles. and In upbuilding the
system. Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckinan
Laboratory, I'hiladelphla I'a.. for more evidence. For sale by all reading druggists

ranches. Wisconsin now has nearly
two thousand cheese factories, and w Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
the industry in that state owes a large
nnrr nf its Riif?opna in the pYnpriniprtts rt tArLTLrij LTLTUTA
urvristJjuriinri
ana tests made at the Wisconsin State ' 2

Absolutely

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

j

N. M.

I EUGENE FOX,

A.

;..

r.

1912.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

j

ing.
y,

j

The Original and Only

Shellhorn Lady Suffered a Great
Deal, But Is All Right Now.

a"

1

22,

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short
time ago, I commenced to have weak
spells and headaches. I felt bad all
the time, and soon grew so bad I
couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
At last my husband got me a bottle
of Cardui, and it helped me; sa ha got
some more. After I had taken lha
second bot:le, I was entirely well
I wish every lady, suffering from
womanly trouble, would try Cardui,
It Is the best medicine I know of. It
did me more good than anything I ever
used."
Cardui i3 a woman's tonic a
Wednesday
,
yer tn? valey with a view to eB . Btrengtheriir? medicine for women,!
tabllghlng R co,0iy ()f their religious made from ingredients that act spe- denominational cifirnllv on tho womanly ortrans ' and
...
...
,. .
"""7, iciiiu.
.v...
uuui ttliu scuuui
luus iieiy tu uuiiu uii lud vvuiiiaiuj' wu
Ben Titus, J. J. Jacobson, of this etitution to glowing good health.
'
s a remcy for woman's Ills, it has
placo. and Ben Hitter and John Muir,
of Lordsburg, went to Santa Fe Tiie
60
a successful record of over
years,
Your druggist sells It. Please try It
day to attend the dedication of the
new Scottish Rite cathedral at that
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chatta- nooza Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., for Special
place.
lustnict 'uins, and
book, 'Home Treatoeai
Women." fnt In plain wrapper, on rMuasc
E. W. Clapp and K. K.'Mluson, of
the Southern Pacitic company spent a
few hours in Deming Wednesday on RAT ATTACKS AND BITES CHILD.
in
Pasadena. Cal.. Nov. 22 Dr. Albert
,hpi,. return from a
. ,
n niscnverv WillCU
elola nrtwriMtinn
LIU.'
n lilt ,1..
k3lllia.l"C ...11.
VVlM"WLl'J,. .t..'- - hflq mndp
he believes will be the end of the
comnljssion.
T
s vanht mid Fred Jack return-- ! housefly. He has an acre of ground
'"e rear of urn nome wnicn nas
ed Wednesday from a short business
neen
piainea to idu varieties oi native
trip to El Paso.
and weeds, on the
.TriRpnh Rnphrnnirh has iust nurrhns- - flowers,
leaves of which for the last two years
ed a new Hupmobile, four passenger,
he has been studying the habits of in
paul w Torrans alld w H, Ward, sects.
Today he announced his be
of Texarkana, Texas, spent two days
lief
he has discovered an enemy,
that
here with their relatives, the Wil- to the
that will wipe it out
licusefly
Ward
was
liamsons. Mr.
manager for cnmnletil v. This eiiemv is an in- uranns iconociast, puoiisnea at waco,
eat
offensive, which will
and was with Mr.
Texas, 1895-98- ,
a fBt H thpv a,.p
Brann when the latter was killed in
a street duel in Waco Mr. Ward was KILLED WHILE BUYING CASKET.
wounded in She hand during the duel.
Raleigh, X. C, Nov. 22. Caught in'
Mr. Ward is now practicing law in the collapse of a casket display case,
Texarkana.
George Xewton, aged 70, was killed
Mr. Carpenter, age 75, father ofin a local undertaking establishment.
George W. Carpenter, died Tuesday whence he had gone to buy a' coffin
afternoon and was buried Wednesday for the bur1al of his wIfe who nad
afternoon. He came here with his two aieu a f JW hourB before.
sons from Poplar Bluff, Mo., about ai
SETO FIRE TO JAIL; KILLED.
year ago.
KanVntfpp. 111. Knv. 92 Knrasrprl at
a. .1. omitn nas just completed an
being locked up in the viage cala.
irrigation well for Mrs. C. H. Carswell Dcosei ,saac stummerch, a prisoner
14
on her desert claim about
miles ci,arged with a trivial offense, set
south of Deming. The well is 98 feet fjre to the lockup in Bradley, a sub- in depth, and Mr. Smith reports that Urb of Kankakee, and was burned to!
material was death
excellent water-bearinencountered sufficient to supply a
thousand gallons per minute. Mrs.
Carswell will install n large pumping Tuberculosis Medicine
plant before the next season, and will
Saved This Man's Life
lease a portion of the land for farm- I'linnmnnlii In n
anil
1

ik

BAD

ALL THE TIME

M.

CURE

Soure

for Thanksgiving

!ftU

WINDMILL CITY
N.

Tapes

Chickens and Other Fowls
Everything Good to

REAL

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAGE TWO

ROOSTERS ONE YEAR

OLD

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A. Wheelon

PHONE

204

J

notice of intention to make
final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day ol
December, 1912.
as witnesses:!
Claimant names
Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Rolbal, all of
Kennedy, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

1--

New

Mexican

bring returns.

want

ada. always

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

22,

PAGE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.
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ONE STATE GOUGED FOR BETWEEN

ANNUAL PROFIT BY EXPRESS
DITION EXISTS THROUGHOUT

AND

400 PER

CENT
CON-

COMPANY

COUNTRY" SAYS EXPERT.

Figures given .out (iuiin;; Calii'oriiin's investigation of hi' Wells Faff;
Express company's business:
Total expense, in California for one month exclusive of the cost
$::sti.1S2.'.!9
nf triivplinir messengers
714.257.21
Value of property used in the express business
72ti.i;72.!(tt
Averaiie cross monthly revenue
Total expense deducted from total rownue leaves a net monthly
:WO(4!H).:1
protit of
ONE OF THE WKI.I.S IWRCO PROFIT KAUXKRS A XI) PHOTOORA
PH OF .IOHX It. ESHKLMAN, HKADOF CA I.I FOR XI AS RAILROAD COM
PROFITS OF TIIK
MISSION, WHICH IS I'ROIIIXtl 'I'll E EXORIIITAXT
COA1PAXY
IX THE STATE.

Wear Our Good

1

Lt

W

IN THE CITY

Give Your Order For a

Swell

UptoDate

Suit.

Every Garment Guaranteed. You are cordially
invited to

Look Over the

y
&;3a

Next

M

Thanksgiving Footwear

Patterns!

NO

THERE'S

;

THANKSUIVINU

importance than

DRESSING of more
Good Dressing of the Foot

MEN'S SHOES

Nat. Bank

suming risk for loss and furnishing a
any gold mine ever worked.
Keeeutly, the railroad commission messenger with each carload of exor 1 aiitornia, wmcn nas jurisdiction press.
l lie people pay ine mil, declared
over public service corporations, liegan delving into the rates charged by YVm. R. Wheeler, traliic expert, who
the Wells Fargo company in its ex- has been watching the investigation
cloeely on behalf of the San Francisco
press service throughout the state.
was Chamber of Commerce,
out
V The thefirst fact brought clears
be- "Just what they base their rates on
thai,
express company
PROFITABLE BUSINESS.
A
on nobody has yet been able to discover,
cent
u
100
2uo
tween
and
year
per
Here is the average ratio of V
r
the capital invested. Suppose that a Perhaps, like Tops
they just
of
A operating income to the cost for
had $."i,fll)() invested in a store, ed.' "
anil
real
A
property
equipment
"Does the same condition exist in
If he should make the same percent-for
three years ending l'J1
governor had been at Yuma attend- A each of the five largest express
age that the Wf lis' Fargo people do he other states in regard to excessive
clear eaeh year three times (press charges?" Mr. Wheeler was
ing the celebration of the completion A companies in the Fnited States N
what he had in the business, or $15,-- ; asked, and he answered without hesi-- j
of an irrigation project and was reas reported by the interstate
tation.
000.
,
turning across country selecting a A commerce commission:
still
went
commission
railroad
The
r
"The traine condhions rxist in
road for a transcontinental automoPer cent.
and found that there was no vtically every state in the union."
bile route.
t;r..:;o
Wells Fargo Co
real basis for any rates charged by
California is the home of the Wells
2G.S!)
Adams Express Co.
the company. For instance, from Los Fargo Co. After they started here
A crlspness in
27.11
The Temperature
American Express Co.
Angeles to Hemet is 102 miles and the they gradually worked eastward,
17.37
U. S. Express Co
the air this morning told plainly that
rate is $1, while from San
"There is but a trille more expense
express
72:;. 50
the mercury' had been taking a drop. A Southern Express Co.
Francisco to Nodi, one mile further, so far as the actual work of the
N
X
It touched 37 degrees at 6 o'clock
rate is 50c.
in a
press company is concerned,
this morning. The range in tempera- Wells Fargo Co. was asked upon long haul and a short haul," continued
-California
San Francisco, Nov.
ture yesterday was from 26 to 46 deand
Mr. Wheeler. Suppose that the charge
com- what they based these charges,
grees and the average relative hum has discovered that an express
the company official admitted that per 100 pounds between San Francis-- i
than
returns
far
returns
pany
greater
44
cent.
per
Idity was
co and New York is $13.50.
he didn't know.
In San
It developed during the
hearing Francisco the express company co-- i
collected
lects the package and at New York
that the express company
packages at one end and delivered delivers it. En route it furnishes a
them at the other, turning over to messenger. That is the extent of its,
Pacific Co. 40 per work. The railroad does the hauling
the Southern
cent of the amount charged the ship-- j and receives $0.75 or no per cent, of
per for the railroad's part in the work,! the total charged the shipper.
Now
hauling the cars. Aside from the, from Yonkers to New York is ap- collection and delivery of packages proximately ,'io miles and I believe the!
the express company had no expense express rate between those two points
except a purely nominal one of as- - u 50 cents. In handling a package be-FOR SALE BY 'ALL DRUGGISTS
tween
ew York and Yonkers the1
mmmml mmmm.
express company does identically the
same work, no more or no less, than
jit does in handling the package on the!
Xow, why should they
ilong haul.
receive in one instance JG.T.j for the
collection and delivery of a package:
and only 25 cents for the same work
jin the other instance? There is no.
just reason for it except that the expi ess business has grown and the peo-- j
pie have stood for excessive charges.
"Express service is a fast service
and it is right that the charge should
hi. greater than the
charge for freight,
which takes its own time, but at the',
same time, even express charges
should be just."
California's railroad commission is
x
going to find out all about that 400
per cent profit before it gets through
with the investigation and it is' freely!
predicted that when it does finish the
piobe that express rates will be conIf you have
you can THINKvjz will
siderably lower, and that the 400 per
cent profit
dwindled con
show you the secrets of this fascinating profession.
siderably.
excellence necor
no

Conservative Styles, or the Extreme Limit of Smartness.
Dull or Bright Leathers and the New Eall Tans. Shoes
That Are Known For Their Excellence

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00
WOMEN'S SHOES

-

-

Beautiful Fall Models, Dress Footwear in Ties, Pumps and
and Dainty Slippers. Every Shoe a Choice Creation.

'grow-groce-

Splendid Shoes for the Strenuous Little Feet, durable and
comfortable. Shaped to fit growing feet correctly.

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00

.

PFIIFI
I

ex-th- e

.

j

ifriAtftaSV iziiuU?i

Nervousness
Headaelie
and BacTkaclie due to disorders
of Kidneys and Bladder

Write Ideas For Moving Picture Plays

$5.00

BOYS' AND GIRL'S SHOES

prac-furthe-

j

&

$2.50, $3.00, $3,50, $4,00, $4.50$

j

i

SaMr
"For--

!

with Pride and Pleasure
AND BE VERY THANKFUL FOR

jf

1

Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 22. Governor
Hunt, Adjutant General Harris, Lou
Megarger, lanscape artist, and George
Clements, a newspaper man, reached
here today from Yuma, after a harrowing experience on the desert in an
automobile..
Their machine broke
down in the sand in the Mohawk valley and the party had to sleep out all
night, then walk six miles to a mining camp, where horses were secured
ride to the railroad. The
tor a

M

The kind any Alan, Woman or Child can Wear

J

IN ARIZONA.

M

!

WE'VE SOME EXCELLENT

'

California's Railroad Commission Has
linMrthPd Startlina Condition Of!
Wells
Affairs
by
Investigating
Fargo Express Co. People Made to
Pay Exorbitant Profits on Capitalization by Excessive Charges.

SHIPWRECKED ON A
DESERT

You'll Be Thankful

And

The Capital Tailor
to First
of Plaza, East
Side

SHOES

(

I

Different

m

Shoes
OF

Quality

nRansExaBSEraai

j

.

When Going

1

!

EAST

WEST:

or

4

'

USE THE

j

-

YOU

CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
EARN $25.00 OR MORE WEEKLY

We Willi Show Yo

SHORTEST LfNE TO
I

How!

Denver, Colorado

literary
experience
Positively
essary. No "flowery language" is wanted.
The demand for photo plays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "moving
heaven and earth" in their attempts to get enough
good plots to supply the ever increasing demand.
They are offering$ioo and more for single scenarios
or written ideas.
In early all the big film companies, the buyers of
photo plays are located in or near NEW YORK
CITY. Being right on the spot and knowing at all
times just what sort df plots are wanted by the producers, our SALES DEPARTMENT has a tremendous advantage over agencies situated in distant cities
We have received many letters from the big film
manufacturers, such as VITAGRAPH, EDISON,
ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX, IMP, REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION, COMET, MELIES, ETC.,
photo plays to them. We want
urging us to send
more wri ers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets
of success.
We are selling photo plays written by people who
" never before wrote a line for publication."
Perhaps we can do the same foyou. If you
can think of only one good idea every week and
will write it out as directed by us, and it sells for
only $25, a low figure,

LOOK INTO IT.

r"?,At?Utefm

BUILDING

Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Siringo, Samuel Faioi.
ffm, Thomas, Benito Romero, all el
Santa Fe, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

4

2

2

i.

2

1

2

4

4

4

FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex..
NOTICE

2

4

4

Department

4

4

4

2

4

Oct. 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Florea-- ;
cio Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mex-- ',
ico, who, on August 24, 1908, made
Homestead Entry No.
for E
SW
Lots 5 and 6, Section
0, Township 13 North, Range 9 Easr,
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed

4

4

13254-0572-

01189-10302-

'

notice 01 intention to make tlireo-- '
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, nt
Santa Fe, New Aiexico, on the 6th day
of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pablo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres.
Tullan Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Kei.j. dy, New Mexico.
MANUEL

R. OTERO.

Register.
Let Him Know It ir you are oui 01
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional mm in the city
and county and a great many In the
state. If you have any special talent, do nat hide it under a bushel.

3,

4

I

DEPOT

above described, before Register or
Receiver, TT. s. Land Office, at SanU
Fe, N. M., on the 11th day of December, 1!"M2.

r

I2J

1543

OR UNION

'

'

Don't hesitate. Don't argue. Write NOW and
learn just what the new profession may mean for
you and your future.

NA TIONAL AUTHORS'
INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICAN

"Plng

You Will Earn $100 Monthly For Spare Time Work.
EDEE Send your name and address at once for free copy of
rlVCC our illustrated book, "MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING."

broadwa y
new york en y

e

California has discovered through
its railroad commission that the Wells
Fargo Express company
has been
making from 200 to 400 per cent on
its investment. An excellent average!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
011 any business is 10
per cent. In
Department of the Interior, U. S.
other words, the express company is
Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
.,he.PP,e of. October 21."l912.
al
Notice is hereby given that Epitac.o
,
iextZe tvTn, '",bU8 "fS C'reIeS an!Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who.
m made gmaI, Ho)d.
VUleeIer: trfic
for SW
Claim .No.
nf .hi
p
of COm- NE
N
S
XE
N
SE
TSC1
same condition O ... , , l lit
nieice, states
1.1 w Ji.
vr
I
11
IT,
e.isis in practically everv stjiip
YV
NE
NE
NE
SE
Does it exist here?
NE
SE
SE
NE
If it does the people ought to know NE
E
NE
NE
NE
about it. If it does not they also SW
a,
Section
NW
of
NE
SE
ought to know about it.
21 N., Range 1. V.t and the
Township
The New Mexican believes that in
SE
SE
S
SE
SW
justice to the people of this state ex- SW
of Section 34, Township
SE
press charges and profits should be 22
N., Range 1 W., New Mexico Prinlooked into, and if it is discovered that
Meridian, has filed notice of incipal
conditions similar to those in Califorto make final proof, to estabtention
nia exist here, that steps be taken to
lish claim to the land above described,
bring the express companies to before Juan C. Sandoval, X'. S. Comtime.
missioner, nt Cuba. New Mexico, on
ihe Slth day of December, 1912.
MODERN WOODMEN ENJOINED.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ebudigen Gurule, of La Jara, New
Springfield, 111., Nov. 22. Holding Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
the new rates of the Modern Wood-- , Mexico; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New
men burdensome to the members and Alexlco; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New
excessive and unnecessary,
Judge Aiexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Shirley of the Sangamon circuit court
today granted a perpetual injunction
Register
restraining the head camp from putting the rates into effect. As the or-- '
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ganization is an Illinois corporation,
the injunction is effective all over Department of the Interior, T7. S.
the United States and Canada,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 22 The Min- - 29, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Georg.'!
nesota supreme court dealt a blow to
"insurgent" forces of the Modern S. Tweedy, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
Woodmen of America today in holding on February 19, 1908, made Homefor NE 4
that camps not Incorporated cannot by stead Entry No.
Lots 2 and 4.
NE
SE
mandamus compel '.heir officers to SE
levy assessments or issue warrants Section 3, Township 16 N., Range f
on the funds of the camps, to fight E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Final
the increase in rates ordered bv the iof intention to make three-yea- r
head camp.
Troof, to establish claim to the land

IL

J

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT

ideasif

will-hav-

Springs and Pueblo

i

Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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THE

Capital Bar
Prepared Especially for'
Newspaper, Willie Ritchie!
Gives His Reasons for Believing He!
Will End Wolgasfs Championship
'
Career When They Meet in ;
Battle.

In Articles,

Jlf

This
'.

tFipht experts

sis"

j

.

7:30.

.

ALAN Ii. McCORD, W. M.
Ordinary
nothing but a hard, porous leather sole bet-- f
v een your foot cul the icy pavement
While Dr. A. Reed Cushion (JHAS. E . LINNEY, Secretary.
Shoes I;;.vo a special insole a soft fibre cushion that protects
Santa Fe Chapter No.
your feet keeps them dry and warm. Cold or moisture can't get
I, R. A. M. Regular
and walking w made ten times easier and more delight-- "
through
second
convocation
fills
of
hollows
ful for the cushion insole,
the
your feet
Monday of each month
and 'distributes your weight tveny over
tuppcrts t' ? prekes
at, Masonic Hall at
r.hocs have

the rho'a

Try

J7:30 u. m.

j

published

view would be resumed at the annual
meeting of the National league in
New York next month.
Mr. Ebbetts trip to Chicago was
not in vain, however at least, he
hopes it was not in vain. He ordered
some chairs from a local firm for his
new baseball plant. The only thing
remaining, therefore for the trip to;
be a success is for spectators to occu
py these chairs next summer.
President Murphy refused to confirm the report that he had promised
to vote for R. W. Brown, the Louisville newspaper man who has been
mentioned as a possible successor to
President T. J. Lynch of the National!
league. "I always cast my vote at
the league meeting and not before,"
explained the Cub head.
Manager Johnny Evers will remain
in the city until Tuesday before re- turning to his present home at Troy,

j

It isn't hard to find men who insist
that Harry Lord, captain of the Chicago White Sox, is a "crab." He is
heartily disliked by many people,
albeit he boasts a wide circle of
'
friends.
But whether friendly or unfriendly,
everyone must take off his hat to the
pugnacious field leader of the White

j

Sox, now.

j

1

j

Lord threw everything aside, picked
up the grand old dog, bound up his
wound and wrapping him in blankets
and robes, dashed cross country in his
automobile from Scarboro to Portland
at breakneck speed, to tho office of a
HARRY LORD.
veterinary surgeon, arriving just in
time to prevent the dog bleeding to
death.
sentiment born from long association
and hard work together running down
know who shot the dog, which he the sly chicken thieves which infest
values at spzuu, to say noining oi tne j the country arouna nis nome.
j

coming to a decision.

Wolverton's administration was a
one.
He came
very unfortunate
heralded as a man of strict discipline
New York, Xov. 22. Speculation is and one who kept his club full of
rife in local baseball circles as to who ginger. Great success was predicted
will succeed Harry Wolverton as the for him. Instead of success he met
with utter failure. His club dropped
manager of the Highlanders.
into
the season
and . finished
.
.
. .
..
Frank Farrell insists he has not yet t. last. place
it
'
did
not iaid' however
made a selection. Though he
that 110 manager was
say so, the fact that he has let Wol-- 1 eyer beget wlm more hard luck gev.
veruon go wouia inuicaxe mac lie eral of his best
were victims
had some one in mind. It may be of accidents andplayers
were out of the
Roger Bresnahan and it may be Frank game at the same time. Xot once
Chance, and again it may be Mike during the season did he have his en- Donlin. All of these are National
tire regular team in the field.
league men, but it is believed that at
least one of them could be weaned
away from the old league if a satis-- j
A.
D

...

J
J

i

EBBETS

J

j

New Mexican
bring returns.

want

ails.

;

:
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mm

...irM

p',233 hSK5&..
CUSHION SUPPORTS

wor

I

IN MONTH OF DECEMBER

j

d

....

1
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j

P. O. E.

Santa Fe
460,

0ISCHAR0ES
BELIEVED IN

24

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

HOURS

Each Cap- sule bears (M10Y)
the namea- - V
Beware rif covptereits

J

ALL llRUUGISTS

'

jjOBODY

1q

0

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.;.

Pope Motor
Cycle
Horse Power
4

2879, Brother,
hood of American Yoemen,
f
Meets first Fri-- .

;

PRICE, $165.00

With Imported Magneto. '
without a doubt with trouble

Motorcycle

-3(

LodgeNo.
P. O. E,

URINARY

PASH

!!

B.

r

left at the factory.

LIGHT SILENT AND RELIABLK.

busi-Chanc-

IE EF YOUTH

Santa Fe Lodge of Pe'
fection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
tVe third Monday of each month at
7.30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in- vited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.

-

1

BROS-- ,

day

of the

month at the
Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can ' do no better than place your or
der with the New Mexican Printing
company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are

Acts., Santa Fe strictly

HENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Sprin? Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

;

j

FAVORITE PEESCEiFTION.

'

PEERLESS BAR

j

Fine

!

nt

'

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

tke

sS

'

.1

C.

holds its regular
Washington,
session on the sectary MacVeagh today asked for the
ond
and fourth
resignation of Gideon C. Bantz, as assistant treasurer of the United States,
Wednesday ct each
month. Vi it ing
because he is said not to be in symbrothers are Invitpathy with the administration' policy
ed and welcome.
of the secretary of the treasury. Mr.
Bantz will be succeeded by Christian FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
S. Pearce, at present chief of the diP. M. A. LIENAU,
vision of banks, loans and postal savSecretary.
r
ings,
The resignation of Bantz, following
Santa Fe Camp
so closely that of Treasurer Lee Mc13514, M. W. a.
Clung, is admittedly part of a plan of
meets second Tuesof the treasury office
day each month, soThe secreby Secretary MacVeagh.
cial meeting third
tary today declared he intended to
Tuesday at Fireleave the treasury office in an
Hall. Visit
man's
condition
for
the
progressive"
ing neighbors welcome.
incoming democratic administration.
A. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
No further changes are contemplatA. RISING, Clerk.
CHAS.
ot
is
it
the
ed,
said,
resignation
Bantz and the filling of existing vacanODD FELLOWS,
cies completing the program.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
D.
22.
Nov.
Carmi
Washington,
C,
Santa Fe Lodge
A. Thompson was sworn in as treas- meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-er- g
always welcome.

h

rI TO

-

E.

GRIFFIN, Recorder.

U. S. TREASURY.
D. C, Nov. 22. Secre-

1

PLAY6 TO BE GIVEN HERE

MURPHY lcHLI

-

,1

e

p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY,

B

TO

j

uiaiikfflturC-

WpM
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Manager Stanton has handed thei a pity to overlook a really good thing
Xew Mexican a list of the plays to be which cannot be seen here only on
presented at the filks theatre during this one date.
The old year can be watched out by
the month of December."
The people of Santa Fe certainly those who desire to keep up the old
have a treat in store, one that com-- ' custom, after "The Third Degree" has
pares most favorably with feasts in been given and a double pleasure be
the dramatic line that are presented enjoyed, even though the. tripping of
the light fantastic toe,-bin the larger cities.
postponed
,
in presenting to a later date or worked in at an
Manager Stanton,
these attractions makes one request j earlier one.
of the lovers of social life in Santa Pe; The list of attractions appended cer-anNew York.
that is that the usual festivities
promises much enjoyment for
It was learned during the day that or. the evening of December 31 be dis-- ! tainly
our people during December and they
Harry Wolverton, who was disassoci-- i pensed with this year and given at win probably take advantage of it.
ated from the pay roll of the New some other time, as the play' to be
It the question of what gift to give a
York Highlanders as manager, after
presented on New Year's eve, "The friend becomes luzzling. why not pre- one season's experience, had signed Third Degree," is one of the greatest sent a theatre ticket for the six fine
in a similar capacity with the Sacra- plays that has been given in recent plays given during Christmas month.
mento club of the Pacific coast league! years and has had long, prosperous
The following is the list:
wolverton went to the Highlanders runs in the big American cities. It is
Girl From the U. S. A., December
from the Oakland club of the coast one that our people will enjoy seeing Dili..
organization, where he had achieved and Mr. Stanton desires that the date
The Confession, December 9th.
of its presentation be left open, that
marked success.
Honey Boy Evans' Minstrels, DeMembers of the board of arbitra-- i it may have the right of way. The cember 19th.
tion of the National association held request seems reasonable as there are
The City, December 21st.
a meeting at the Congress hotel to so many other open1 nights for dances
The Old Homestead, December 30th.
The Third Degree, December 31st.
clear up the docket of cases and and social enjoyments, and it seems
claims entered by minor league clubs
and players.
NOBODY BY MEEK.
King Cole, former Cub pitcher, who
does not know whether he belongs to
Pittsburg or Columbus, was scurry- NOW OONT
GET
V m
ing around the loop getting his bar-EXCITED
ber tools sharpened in preparation for
GOING TO RAISE.
work at his trade, which he has prom-YOUR SALARY.
ised to resume in the Corn Exchange!
building tonsorial parlor on Monday.
President Murphy .lenied that thej
king had engaged with a special view
I
Tms 6000 TURN ?
to retaining his custom.

It wiM not pay you to waste your
made with the magnates.
time writing out your legal form
Jt was rumored several days ago
when you can get them already printthat Roger Bresnahan was trying to
Chicago, Nov. 22. President Chas. ed at the New Mexican Printing comnet out of the National leadie. so as
pany.
to go over to the American, but with ' H- Ebbets of the Brooklyn club
and Chicago claiming him Peti in Chicago on his way home from
It will not pay you to waste your
there seems litt'.e chance there. There the Milwaukee meeting and talked
e
time writing out your legal form
would be more chance of Frank trades wnn rresiuent Aiurpny.
getting away than Bresnahan. ness ot appearing interested until the when you can get them already print- bo8S announced
that nothing ed at the New Mexican Printing
As to Donlin, it is believed Pittsburgh '
would give him up for a reasonable was accomplished and that the inter- - j Company,
.
amount of money. Everybody in base- "
'
ball would like to see Mike get a jobj
as manager, and it is believed would
go in to help him. Moreover, he would
be a corking good man for Farrell.
There is still another rumor afloat
that Harry Davis, the lately deposed
and beauty to prevent wrinkles and "crow's
manager of Cleveland, would come to
feet" and deep black circles under the eyes
Xew York. There is a better chance
'
nothing is a3 good as
of getting Davis than any of the men
mentioned.
Br.
In the American league, President
(Pierce's
Ban Johnson has considerable to say
about who shall manage the several
Give it a fa:r trial for banielung those distressing pains or
teams. That league is run as such a drains on one's vitditv. This preacriptioa of Dr. Pierce's regulates all the
It eiadicnxea ai.d destroys ''Female Cumplaints" and
close corporation
that everything womanly functions.
that make women miserable, and o'J before their time. Every girl
must be in harmony. For that reason weaknesses
before womanhood. Ewry metier needs it, i t is an invigorating tonic
needs
Johnson insists on the managers be- - for theitfemale system. AU mociicine
Jbaiera have sold it with satisfaction, to
customers for the past 43 years. It is now obtainable in liquid or tablet form
ing satisfactory to the entire organ-nation.
stampo for tiid box, to R.V. Pierce, Buffalo,
ctdrus stores or send 0 one-ceWhile Mr. Farrell would not admit
DIU PIERCE'S PIEASAPjT PQXETS
that he had selected a manager to sue- aad fcowe!.
regulate and Invigorate stomach, Hvcr
ceed Wolverton, he admitted that he
as candy.
Su&ar coated, tiny cranclM, easy to
had several lines out and would look
over the field very carefully before

.
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Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

MBk

:

shoo

this winter come in and
try them on you can
lind the style and the
ather you want

i
ii
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iii.wi.wi.il

i i

CHAS. A. WHEELOX, :
H. PI
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.

Ea

ii i ii
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Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
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WHETHER YOU LIKE HIM OR NOT YOU MUST
ADMIRE HARRY LORD FOR THE HEART (N HIM.

j

Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic HaU at

L:-ioe-

i

t.

J

suc- -

United States

Fcr winter wear, there's absolutely no shoe that we
knew of, that can equal the Dr. A. Reed Cushion

q

...

Phone 23 W.

San Franchco St.

'

j

WILLIE RITCHIE LISTENING TO A FEW WORDS OF ADVICE FROM
DIBILLY NOLAN, THE ORIGINAL FOX AMONG MANAGERS, WHO IS
'
..
.
RECTING HIS WORK.
that
world
in
the
battle the latter was favored on sev- The best evidence
eral occasions, even this statement Mandot wanted no. more of my game
the Cadillac boy has not repudiated. is the way he crawled out of our secHow different in my battle with Man-do- ond match when I again signed and
The latter was the one who hit agreed to meet him in New Orleans.
the floor, and when the tenth round My manager, Billy Nolan, signed arended the gong saved Mandot from ticles of agreement with him in Los
sure defeat. These statements were 'Angeles, recorded and published in all
Two
by the New Orleans press. of the papers of the country.

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

today,
urer of the
tomorrow, we'll tuarantee that you won't ceeding Lee McClung. In accepting
r.:ind how much it snows this winter or his commission, Mr. Thompson said
would retire from political life
how duchy the streets arc. We want to show he
with President Taft on March 4.
yen the famous Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoes
the shoes that make walking in winter a FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
pic ture because they' keep out the chill and
MASCN1C.
the dampness that soaks through the soles of
Montezuma Lodge
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M.
ordinary shoes
communi-

!

2

California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

H you'll drcp in here for a few minutes

j

;

.mmm':

-

BEER
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DONLIN MAY
LEAD GIANTS

- A-

j

By Willie Ritchie.)
I feel sure that Thanksgiving afternoon a new lightweight champion of
the world will he known. Having met
and defeated Wolgast last May, it is

Lord lives in Maine and foxchasing
is one of his winter diversions. He
owns a famous hound, "Kezar Spot,"
and when he found the animal bleed-ing to death from a bullet wound, but
gamely following the trait of a fox,

SCHLITZ

well-know- n

ers a signed statement settling forth
his reasons lor feeling sure of a victory over Wolgast. Here it is just as
Ritchie wrote it Editor.)

with the greatest confidence that I
make the above statement. Now that
the match is made you can feel assured that I will take the best possible
care of myself, in fact I have been
doing some good, hard training in the
country on Nolan's ranch for the past
six weeks. The weight will not bother
me in the least; as proof to back up
this statement 132
pounds was the
fexact notch recorded last May when
Wolgast and I met for the first time.
Wolgast met Joe Mandot sometime
ago for 10 rounds and reports were
unanimous that the latter had the better of the argument. When the champion returned he complained of the
home-tow- n
loyalty that favored Man-do- t
in sending out results of their battle. Last June I met Joe Mandot under exactly the same conditions in
New Orleans, and what is more, a New
Orleans referee officiated on that occasion. I did not have the preference
of my own selection as did Wolgast.
Compare the results of our tussles
with Mandot. The same group of reporters saw and wrote the description
from the ringside. In the Wolgast

and

weeks later he repudiated the same;;
in other words he hung out his signal
the white flag.
Going back to Wolgast, is there any
Reason in the world why I should fear
him? Have I not met him in the
ring? He landed his best, sent me to
the floor in the third round, but bear!
in mind, though, that when the end of
that memorable battle was over, the
'champion's own mother could hardly
recognize him. He sought the services
San Francisco sur- of a
and
had quite a few stitches used
geon
to put his face together.
for myself,
While unfortunately
Jones had the articles of agreement
so drawn up that no decision should
be rendered. There was. plenty of bet-ting and many a bet was recorded..
Jones and Wolgast were certain that;
I would fall an easy victim for the
champion, and the odds were 2 to 1
that Wolgast would get the decision,
tills verdict to be given by the sport
writers of San Francisco. One of my
"j
'supporters collected $401 from Jones, 'M
and as is well known, Ihe writers were
universal in declaring me the victor.
Now for the battle. We have been
preparing for this engagement for
several munths, have thoroughly cfon- '
sidered the weight, referee and many '
h
other things of vital importance that
M
would be of benefit or tend' to better
my chances of landing the champion-- j ,
j
i&
ship on Thanksgiving day.
I have a manager who is thoroughly
proficient with the many angles of the
Queensherry game, what he does not
know about the game is hardly worth
knowing.
In this respect with my limited ex-- j
perience in big matches, I feel as
though this will be a great advantage
to me. Look for a great battle. True,
I am very confident, but will handle
myself with all of the caution neces- sary. If Ad Wolgast weathers the
storm, he will know that he has been
to the races, but it is my firm belief
on the morning of November 29 you
will read a long signed statement by
Ad Wolgast giving excuses for his
showing and an affidavit by Tom Jones
substantiating each and every word
uttered by Wolgast.
i

give Willie Ritchie
to take the title
chance
an excellent
from Ad Wolgast in their
fight Turkey day. The New Mexican
wanted to get Willie Ritchie's views
on the probable outcome of the light
and why he feels so confident that he
will down the champion. So the New
Mexican's San Francisco correspondent requested Ritchie to give its read'

if

,

LEMPS

AND WHY

"I'LL BE LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMP. ON TURKEY DAY"

if?
V-
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22,
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THE WEATHER.
You Will Find the
jo.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. liU.-31
to purchase your
W.
Is
Business office,
New .Mexico: Tonight, and Sat- Styles In
Attorney Summers liurkhart is here
fair; not much change in
urday,
.Winter
Apparel cheap
from the Duke City.
s
temperature.
H. .1. Kinney, of Denisun, Texas, is
S
X
N
S
on
litre
business.
surveying
AT
room for
We are
V. (iavin, of nutte, Monl., is here
IN
TELEPHONING
X
1
on government survey work.
I
i
MUC
John Ervien left for Dawson, where, The New Mexican, tr your business
To Match At Special Reduction Prepare Your Tabic For 7h: C::ct Fccst
LI
'3 about advertising, subscriptions or
he lias accepted a fine position.
Day, At This Linen Sale
125 Palace Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. I,. S. Miller, of .Moun-- j ;ob work, please' call up "31 W." If
to
the
or
editor
to
sold
wish
be
give
you
and
speak
:lainair. are visitors in the city.
following, lines will
Dr. K. Smith, of Fort Stanton, ar- any news, please phone "31 J."
. m. mm:w.m w
rived yesterday and is at the Palace,
pmaK-irIf it's Real Estate Hay ward has it.
.Mr. and Mrs. (.'. C. Duke are tour-.THE NEW
m
m
No. 10 Late Train .No. jn. of the
istB from Philadelphia registered at
'
5 7.50' up
3
Ladies' Coats and Suits. .
reSuita Fe. coming from the os is
the Montezuma" hotel.
.... "'6.50 up
m
Mr. and Mrs. .lahn C. liarnaril of ported two hours late today.
Blue Serge
.
Dresses
AND YOKE.
Litchfield are visitors in the city. They
Andrews has the lust baker that S
10.00 up
Blue Serge and Black Norfolk Suits
FASHION DKCItKKS THAT
TAllt
us
on
are stopping at. the Palace.
a trial
money will secure, (ii.e
.s I J iuiuiin'f. must tie worn with each
11.00 up
"iiil v cry cusinnie she has dc. Carroll
R. I) wire, county surveyor anything you want in lliis line.
One Piece Messaline sr. dresses
CO.
fill- von t.liis seiisni. The
GOODS
.iiim-ADOLF
of Tacs couniy, and one of the youn3.50 up
Cynthias' Agreement, a great com- P nbuve lk'.c,ini is :i forttjniile one. for it
Silk Waists in the newest designs
tmes ti perfect liniuli to yourKOwn. nor
yW. 'Iocs
ger boosters of the valley, in a Santa edy, at the Elks' tonight.
un.viliir.K elm. tfiVo so udmirably
Ladies' Underwear in the Forest Mills. Munsing lines just
Fe visitor today.
Blankets and comforters are (he g the elleia of youth as beaulirul
whi:
5? rtressiiiK tit. nei-liiif.l throiit.
The art
received.
The Rev. B. F. Summers, formerly main things in the advertisement of
ful cos' tiruer ami
kttuws Iiimv
to do litis. The
FIllllM vwllur
.!;gluy sea- ff ami
pastor of St. John's Methodist Epis- Adolf Seligman todey.
det-- )
or shitilow volte etui only lie
MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS, SMOKING JACKETS AND
f? intule to lit wlu-copal church, arrived in the city yes-- ' sonable suggestions. Look l hem our m
it is id be worn lis ;i
and get the prices.
tt rday from Estancia.
sepui uie urn.f'iii mnita to tour measure,
BATH ROBES. A complete line at exceedingly tempting
littctt lihe itttv otlipf (.'u'rinent. it is
The refreshment booth will serve B tiful
Mrs. Raymond Ward, prominent in
mtidc on a suntn: m.t tu.v tuiU miiv be
in
BOYS'
UNDERWEAR
AND
MEN'S
Munsing
from a
prices.
mtule ol tiny lei nil ni rnsliiottiilile luee or
We have a large
j New
York society, arrived, in the city you something nice at the bazaar next
.
I'l'kTs tiiiiue
M
i" tip.
& Wright's.
yesterday to spend a few weeks. She Tuesday. The ladies will make this w "el.
accordion to iiunltty ol itieetioinj;
itstsl.
Wool
Cotton Blanket to
tiie best yet. Come!
is accompanied by her maid.
;t'll unci se.i lite eiits ami leave vonr m
niettsure for otn? ;n
Call and see us and give us an oppportunity to show you a
Phone for it that's quickest if
"Bill" Wood, who recently uuder-- '
went an operation at St. Vincent's san- you phone to Zook's.
really and truly meritorious article of a bargain.
THE W.
GOEBEL CO.
A special meeting of the Hoy Scouia
itarium, is recovering rapidly and will
or
h
m.
T::;n
by appoiniment. ltox Y U.
at
called for tonight at
soon be removed to his home o:i Coi-- ;
p.
SAN KRANCISCO ST., PHONE 180.
m
m
the Scout rooms. Tomorrow a "hike"
lege street.
EBEEaEEiKHgHnBgWB
at
will
he
rooms
at
made
the
starting
n.
George M. Hunker,
It1 o'clock
a. m.
I.eonidas Smith.
of the Peoples Hank and Trust co'ii-- i
Si outnias;ter.
School of Dancing & Deportment
pany of Las Vegas accompanied by
IIJI,lllllMlfrWMftli:
De Laval Separators, the cream savt da
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND REST CONTEM.
(Joseph B, Wayward of this city loft ers, at. OOEBELS.
Mrs.
in
Hal!
Classes
Fireman
s
Test's
"mi
for Espanola this morning on a busi-nes- s
Have you seen the display of SalSat. Oei.26, 2 p.m.
('Ittltlren s I'lttss
trip.
mon? It really is a pleasure to see
lluh heiiuol I'.vltitinee Sut. (let. M. 4 p in
juiuii. utuss. l'iiiuy. Huv. ls(, to p. m.
Air., and ..Mrs. Alex Gusdorf, who how close we reallv art1 to thp hii
Assembly. Friday. Nov. 1st. 9 to 1:30 o. ra.
AND BE
have been spending a few days in 1Markf(t8 for the Hart. Shafiw
I'fivute Lessons, l'';mey Danolni; Ttiuj,'lit.
ISauta Ke, left (or their home in Taos Marx stores are
next door
CO. this morning. .Mr. and .Mrs. Gusdorf neighbors to Broadalways
BANK &
wav. New York
church will hold their annual Thankswere widely entertained by the many City.
When in doubt,
meditate,
bazaar Tuesday afternoon in
friends madeyfluring their long
'
of
all
audi giving hall from
Scratch Pads
descriptions
two to six o'clock.
ftew .Mexico. The magnet all
library
then call on or phone
qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cents. You
will miss it if you do not at lend
of attraction at this time was the New Mexican office.
for you will find a large display of
Masonic convention, Mr. Gusdorf be-- j
Do not miss -- the Thanksgiving on-B.
ing an enthusiastic member of thai zaar next Tuesday at library hall. The elegant fancy work articles suitable
for Christmas gifts, a booth
filled
Room
order.
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
goodies tliut the ladies have prepared with
to grace
necessary
everything
Klbert L. Whitney and wile and v. iil inchide
everythii:;; but the tur- the festive
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
their daughter Dorothy of Chicago, key for that
Tranksgiving tablet but the
Your. Patronage Solicited
Thanksgiving dinner,
are
Dr.
the guests of
and Mrs. cranberry sauce, plum pudding, mince' tnrkey and the big show "Mrs. Wiags
illl.,
and her family" with a dainty lunch!
Standley G. Small at their resid.-.io- e
meat in fact everything you want.
served will make an afternoon that
on
Whit-avenue.
Mr.
Cashierj
W.
E.
Washington
GRIFFIN,
N. 6. LAUGHI.IN, President.
Breed Upon the Water, a story of.
ney is an expert on tariffs for the the high cost of living, at the Kllis' to-- you will not regret.
J. 6. LAMY, Vice - President.
New York Central railroad with headIt's a good laugh, Cynthia's Agreenight.
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
quarters at Chicago, and he and Dr.' Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent ment at the Ellis' tonight. Don't
Small were school boys together in' The finest rooir in the city, having miss it.
Columbus, Ohio. The Whitnev i'am- - electric light, steam heat and baths.
Are Showing This Week
T ily are on their way east after an The European Hotel, centrally
Extended trip to
coast and Mr. coted. State Progressive Headquart--! NO UACCINATION
A Complete Line of
Whitney could not resist the ternpta- - ers in the hotel
DECLARES FAMILV
tion to take the side trip to "The
There is pleasure in entering the
ON A PULLMAN
City With the Open Gate" and swap store of Frank Andrews with its im-- i
stories with his old college chum, tneuse array of goodies. The new ar-- !
rivals of fruits and nuts and other
Dr. Standley G.
Castle Rock, Colo., Nov. 22. The
House with
and Electric Light s ;
seasonable groceries will capture you smallpox quarantine which has hav-!'- "
a minute.
MRS. LESH TO TRIAL.
ered OV(T
occupants of a Pull- and
lot has a frontage of 150 feet, 50
Two More Licenses The county llum ca,. iu?re Kjlice early 'yesterday
Sedalia, Mo., Nov. 22.. Counsel to clerk, Marcelino Ortiz, issued two wnon ti, Pullman was ordered cut
lawn. Location one block and a half from
defend Mrs. Pansy Lesh, who confess- - more licenses to wed today. Theyoft Santa pe train number five, from
ed in Los Angeles to the murder of! vele taKRn ut "y Vicente Martinez c:hicago ,0 Denver, has heen length-twGapitol Building.
Missouri women, was appointed and Miss Cornelia Romero, and ene) nvo Weeks more, and unless .Mr.
W
today. It was expected the case Oegorio Gabaldon and Amelia Ro-- and Mrs. V. J. Stilgebouer, and their
will be ten vear ol(1 son, of Los Angeles,
would be called in the criminal court niero. The wedding-ceremonUNDERTAKING A
Monday by the Rt. Rev. lnit "to vaccination by the Colorado
next Monday.
ourcnegu, vicar general of state health authorities, they at least1
An assistant to the prosecutor was Antonio
the archdiocese.
with
credited
a
of
that
will have to remain quarantined pris- saying
plea
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
Yes phone for drugs or anything in
oners in the Pullman for lour weeks.
guilty probably would be accepted, a our
X short prison
sentence
pronounced Zook'sline; you may depend on us.
X
When the surgeons arrived here
Phone, Red 189.
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and Pharmacy.
once. Mrs.
and
the
at
prisoner
paroled
found
this
from
Denver
X
morning,
they
The fancy work
booth at the
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE .
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico. X Lesh has stated that if this is done Thanksgiving
six of the prisoners only too willing
119 San Francisco St.,
o'f
Bazaar
next
LINE
Tuesday
she will return immediately to her
X
will be loaded with the very daintiest to be vaccinated and the six have al- Los
in
husband
and
children
g
Angeles.
I
I I t II
and are permit-- !
ol the handiwork art.
Many sugges- ready been released
tions for Christmas gifts will be there ted to proceed to their destination.
This s the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and (
..Subscribe for the Santa F New and other articles that are
?
always But the family from Los Angeles,
we carry two desirable patterns, the
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Neb.,
who are moving to Danbury,
necessary.
BO QU ET .
THE
AND
BRIDE'SDIANA
the time and works for the upbuild-- !
Memorandum Pads on good paper oho wed no signs of giving in to the
ing of our new State.
at less than the cost of the paper at surgeons, after hours of persuasion,
San Frncisco
the New Mexican office.
10 pounds stating that they would prefer a four
Reliable Jeweler
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weeks' quarantine in this little town,,
i ne
musical to he eiven bv the rather tiian have "more holes dug in
The
man
h
country
choir of the Episcopal church at the their arms" for all of the family pre- Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
License Numbers,
not more honest than
executive mansion next Wednesday viously have been vaccinated.
Next Door to Postoffice.
the city man; it is beevening promises to be a real treat
The six vaccinated immediately set
for the lovers of music, and those who out to take in the town, until trains
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
cause hs lacks opporfail to attend will only have them- arrived to take them away, with the
tunity.
selves to blame. Tickets are now on result that Castle Hock is decorated
sale at U'eltmer's book store, and with such signs as "Santa Ke Camp-"The City"
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a'i an unusual treat to witness.
often think, as we are brought
face to face with these opportunities,
SEES IT
PALACE.
how few, very few people, even among
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Miller, Mountain-airthese who travel much, have the op- poi tunities that are given to the peo-- I
Texas.
I
DISGUSTING.
J. A. Pruelt,
pie of the west and particularly those
C. S. Eraser, ku.....s City.
I have called
attention once or Of us who are fortunate enough to be
Mont.
twice at least to the sidewalk skitters, living in "the city with the open
George F. Rigby,
James C. Crane, City.
lint when trying to get through the ate."
B. J. Kinney, Denison, Texas.
Now and then we hear someone
crowd standing out in iroiu 01 me
W.
Gavin, Butte, Mont.
before
ilm
town
and
of
old
of
theatre
night,
Elks'
the quiet
Wednesday
speak
Summers Burkhart, Albuquerque.!
the opening; of the play, the lawless jits lack of advantages, but what town
M. G. O'Hara, Chicago.
and disgusting habit was forced upon1 does not contend with some of these?
George H. Hunker, Las Vegas.
It must be remembered that Santa
mv attention as never before.
W. D. Gross, St. Joseph, Mo.
A person needed rubbers or over-- ; Fi has just waked up, and is showing
shoes or some foot protection to reach a good live spirit after so long a nap. j E. Kircher, New York.
Bare, Denver.
the door of the theatre without slip- The old town is still rubbing her; Frank
F. Smith, M. D., Fort Stanton.
we
but
to
awakened,
eyes
get
fully
ping down.
W. D. Sutherland, Denver.
This is another instance of the reck- will soon he booming along with the
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Barnard,
less violation of a law that is suppos- best of them.
Litchfield.
or!
in
west
few
not
the
towns,
are
laws
Anyway,
force.
in
These
ed to be
Mrs. Raymond L. Ward and maid,
put in the books just for amusement, anywhere else, have an opportunity to Xew York.
is
as
but they are there lor a purpose. Let witness an entertainment such
MONTEZUMA.
the officers enforce the laws or let to be given our people Monday night.
F. E. Clarke, City.
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THE HAGUE IN BACK SEAT.

It was the Czar who initiated the Hague peace tribunal. This was in
1S!:. Hut the Czar didn't invent the notion. The great Jeremy Bentham
put forth the idea of a permanent peace court in the eighteenth century,
.lames Mill renewed it a hundred years after. David Dudley Field pushed it
along in America. Dr. Ooldschmidt helped in C.ermany, Sir Edmund Hornby
advocated it in England, aided by Sir Leone Levi.
The idea was an old one, but the Czar put it across.
And then came Andrew Carnegie and built a palace for the court. Andrew specializes in buildings. He would rather build a library and have it
barren of books, than to buy books and economize in brick and stone.
Similarly, Andrew seems to have built a Peace palace which hasn't a
single bit of peace on its shelves.
Well, perhaps we have been expecting too much of the Peace tribunal.
.
..
T)'-,..r.tl..A
I,
miic-i,,1,,,
i wim
tin i. lis fieri,
iivii t, .,'.,1,1j i iiaJn ii will oiyj'
uir jiiiui'dt, ,.,...11.,
iwiij
It is a useful sort of body, and lias settled several rows. When the parties
yearn to settle but don t like backing down, there is no better way than to
arbitrate at the Hague. It decided the controversy with Mexico over the
Pious Fund of the Californias. Of course, we never should have fought about,
and Italy against the
that. It settled the case of (!rcat Britain,
Castro government in Venezuela but there was never much chance of war
there. It decided a wrangle about house taxes in .lapan. in which Great
Britain and Germany were at loggerheads with the Island Empire. Then
when the French allowed certain dhows on the Sea of Oman and the Red
Sea to fly the French flag, the Hague tribunal settled the controversy about

t-day

f

Organized in 1870.
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Time la the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
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Don Caspar Avenue.
repealed.
Paul L. Ellerbe, Denver.
If our people want the sidewalks
J. B. Casenave, Umy.
frescoed with tobacco stains or smearJ. D. Forward, Rochester.
ed all over by a lot of loafers who
A. B. Williams, Denver.
have neither decency nor regard for
T. M. Wood, Denver.
C. B. Devie, Taos.
law, let the ordinance be repealed,
Trade
The
Seattle
Register.)
W. A. Bogen and mother, St. Joe,
and let the city sidewalks be made .(From
A grievance under which a large
..,;..
Mo.
(JJje big, public cuspidor for the sick
number of tradesmen suffer, partic-W. C. Kolpse, Forest Service.
aM(j the well: tobacco chewers and
ularly those outside but within the
Mr. Sullivan, City.
and
gum chewers and whisky soaks,
reach of large cities, is that a considFrank Reed, Arlington, Texas.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
make the appearance of the city such erable
proportion of residents in their
R. H. Knapp, Colorado Springs.
that no one will want to come into it
outside
to
do
their
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Charles B. Hamilton, Denver.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
If those of our citizens who are try- neighborhood go
'
B. E. Hedding, Albuquerque.
shopping and neglect the local tradesing to do something for Santa Fe, can-- , men. The merchants themselves are
T. Hubbell, Chicago.
not even have the support of the of- a
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
A. M. Beebe, San Francisco.
good deal to blame for these condi-- !
in
one
of
of
licials
the city
regulating
tions. They don't advertise. He who
H. Irving, Xew York.
William
the worst evils now prevalent in it,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Duke, Philadel-- !
seeks for gain must be at some exwhy, let's all quit and let the old town pense.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
that.
The country newspaper, as a phia.
a
with
pesjay town,
In none of these cases was war very probable. The Hague tribunal degenerate into
A.
E.
Miller, Iowa.
rule, is well edited and the editors are
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
served a good purpose in taking learned arguments under advisement, while tilence rampant and decay getting continually boosting their home town,
Mrs. Miller and son, Iowa.
hold.
the parties cooled off. Mighty good work, too.
CORONADO.
yet they get very little support from
But when the blood of a people rises against immemorial foes, the Hague
.1. D. Meriwether.
Enforce the spitting ordinance.
the local merchant. Looking over
tribunal is like a Carnegie library without books a shell.
Give the decent people a show.
J. Oritz.
three reDresentative country DaDers of
The Balkan war (lamed into explosion before the Hague tribunal jurists
EUROPEAN.
Compel the loafers to stay in quart-- ; Iast week.g issU(Ji out o( 100 advertlse.
could dust off their seats for a session. The reason for this lies in the fact, ers that are befitting, and where they,nients in thog
B. F. Summers, Estancia.
with or
Rooms en
,y
ther
0,
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that the parties to the war had hated each other for centuries. The Turks can be as careless as they cIioobc, and one hardware
Mr. and Mrs. McTavish, Chicago.
that
and
advertisement,
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
were still invaders. They were still barbarians. Bulgar, Serb, Montenegrin where they can expectorate to their
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Brundage, Chi
was only in the nature of a business
and Greek had sucked in hatred with their mother's milk.
heart's content out on the mesa or t'le card. Dealers can not expect the pub- - cago.
rooms. Hot and cold
water,
Miss Hazel Brundage, Chicago.
The rustling papers cf the Hague tribunal withered up and went to Kuiuage .me, aim among uieir ouu )ic t0 tnide witl, tnem Jf
don.t
they
steam
electric
Arthur
ashes in flames so fierce, Andrew's palace for the Czar's court might as well j kintiChicago.
Brundage,
tell them through the public press or
J
J. Denison, EI Paso.
have been a crumbling ruin.
means what thev have for sale.
other
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
But when the time comes for negotiations when there is something that
A HOPEFUL SIGN.
an egg she just RAT ATTACKES AND
(When a duck
can be settled the Peace Court and the Peace Palace may become useful
BITES CHILD.
The interview published
in the; waddles ott as ulays
notMng had happen-NeTrenton, X. J., Nov. 22 While play
again.
Mexican a few nights ago
when a hen ,ay8 an egg therc ,g ing in front of her home yesterday,
0
ticipated in by Mr. Connell and MrJa great noise Tlle duck hag not mucn Theresa
Marks, 3 years old, was at-Brogan of our staff, was one of the en-- c0fidence i her product, hence she tacked
NO MORE MIXED BILLS.
a huge sewer rat and bitten-by
It is reassuring to the government employes to be told that in drafting the couragmg signs for the future of say8 nothing. The neu knows tnat about the hands and arms. The child
Fe.
Santa
ner product
new legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill the house appropriapossesses exceptional thought the rat was a cat. Mrs. Marks
.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Santa Fe railroad has always merit, and she advertises the fact. killed the rodent.
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So emphatic was the general disapproval of this suggestion last year the east cannot be other than a great vertise, support the town paper,
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
keep is
they
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private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
break you quick, get
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In connection with the suggestion that legislation affecting the civil ser- never has
had sufficiently
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vice be hereafter kept out of appropriation bills, it is to be devoutly hoped
hotel facilities to accommodate a very
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Eats Freely But

Has No Dyspepsia

Takes a Mild Laxative With Good
Pepsin and Insures His Comfort
and pleasure.
Fortunate is the man who can eat
"anything',' without suffering the tortures of dyspepsia, but as few are so
fortunate care should be taken in the
matter of diet. Kating slowly, mas4
ticating the food thoroughly and taking a short walk after the heavy meal
of the day will do much towards aspersisting digestion. Any grown-uson ought to know the peculiar foods
that do not agree, and these should
be avoided.
aids
When
these common-sensfail, the next thing to do is to take
a mild digestive tonic with laxative
properties, and there is none better
than Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It
contains lhe greatest of all aids to
digestion, good pepsin. It has other
ingredients and acts mildly on the
bowels, and combined it forms a comSERGT. O. SHAPAR.
bination for the relief of dyspepsia
oi indigestion that is unsurpassed.
Its action is to tone and strengthen or swallowing tablets and mints, or
the stomach and bowel muscles so taking cathartics, salts, etc., all of
which are harsh and nauseous and at
that they can again do their work best
do but temporary good. - You
naturally without outside aid, and can obtain
Syrup Pepsin at any drug
when that happy moment comes all
store
cents or one dollar a
for
fifty
is
with.
It
be.
can
medicine
dispensed
bottle.
for
obtainable
any
the best remedy
If no member of your family
has
disorder of the stomach, liver and
bowels, for dyspepsia, constipation, jeer used Syrup Pepsin and you would
drowsiness Hike to make a personal trial of it beheadache,
biliousness,
after eating, gas on the stomach, etc. fore buying it in the regular way of a
Thousands of users will testify to druggist, send your address a postal
this, among them Sergt. O. Shapar, Ft. will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 413
Douglas, Utah, and Mr. J. A. Manches- Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
a free sample bottle will be mailed
ter, Manchester. la.
Syrup Pepsin is sure in its results, you. Results are always guaranteed
and a vast improvement over chewing or money will be refunded.
e
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we get in the valley the sooner these
AX.
Las Cruces
Arlo Chase, nine years old, son of T. other things will follow
STRUCK

.

WITH

Chase, living four miles southwest Republican.

oi the city, accidentally inflicted a seSHE HAD BIG BONFIRE.
vere wound in the cheek of his sister,
Some smart guy, and a womau at
axe
an
with
seven
old,
years
Evelyn,
did not have sense enough to
Friday of last week. Dr. J. G. Moir that,
see
than her nose, set fire
farther
took seven stitches in the wound. The to
and all she has is weeds
child did not take an anaesthetic and on weeds,
her claim. Getting down to the
did not flinch during the severe operathis individual who lives about
story,
tion. Deming Graphic,
seven miles north of here, set fire to
to a
weeds that had accumulated
A CLOSE CALL.
of course, the wind was
fence,
and,
serWhat might have proven a very
fire got beyond her conlittle blowing. The

ious accident occurred recently,
"Bill" McLendon being the victim.
While playing at the home of his parents in la Huerta the child in some
manner fell on the prongs of a rake
The
which was lying in the grass.
tines penetrated just above the eye
umkine an uelv and painful wound.
Had it been the slightest fraction!
,
1,1 nl wuum
aime sigiii, ui
lower .l
most certainly have been affected. As
it is, the little fellow is getting over
M."
Current. "

trol and spread to the

fields.

neighbor's

The result, a whole lot of good grass
burned by this imbecile. We understand that some law suits will be
brought versus this character under
the law, and they have a perfect right
to do so. Such fools should be tied
down and when let loose somebody
should be present. Roy Spanishh-Am-ericaCAULIFLOWER.
MONEY
Jess Dawson and the Kyles, of near
Capitan, are now shipping their crop
of cauliflower to the market with very
agreeable returns and results. Less
than three acres were planted to the
crop of cauliflower by these parties
this year, about 1)0,000 plants being
piaced. The crop is averaging $500 to
the acre and the boys say that if they
could have gotten their seed sixty
days sooner the harvest would have
been even greater. This is one of the
products that the frost cannot injure
and is especially adaptable to the
higher parts of the country. If these
fclk can make $500 from each acre
without irrigation and as an experiment the first year, think of what the
county could produce if all would get
together and try to accomplish results.
Carrizozo Outlook.
fN

icely.-Carlsba- d

A BOOST FOR SOCORRO.

number of the young boosters of
the city met at J. A. Lowe's office and
planned the organization of a live
boosters' club. A meeting was called
at the hose house at which it is hoped
to perfect the organization.
Every
booster in Socorro is urged to be
present and help push along the
There is plenty of
organization.
work for the right kind of a boosters'
club in working for the advancement
and building up of the Gem city. Socorro Chieftain.
A

GOT A BIG ONE.

Blanche Clouthier, one of Springer's
young sportsmen who has spent the
past three weeks on the Abreu ranch- en at Rayado hunting big game, re-- :
turning home Monday after a success-ful hunt, bringing wiin him an eight
point buck. The animal was a beau-tiful speciman and weighed in the
neighborhood of 275 pounds. Springer
citizens state that this is the largest
buck ever killed in this vicinity and
Blanche is to be congratulated on his
ability as a hunter. He will have the
head mounted. Springer Stockman.

1

At a very enthusiast meeting of the
business men of Ft. Sumner held Monday night at the First National bank,
at which H. R. Parsons was elected
temporary chairman and Simon Kat:
temporary secretary, it was decided to
have one day each month as a Trade
or Sales Day in Ft. Sumner.
The object of Trade Day is for the
merchants to give extraordinary bargains in certain articles and advertise
them to be sold at bargain prices on
this day; for the people for 20 miles
or more to bring in anything they
have to market; any animal, vehicle,
household goods, etc., that they want
to dispose of at auction or otherwise.
On this one day of the month people
from all parts of the country will' meet
as otherwise it is many week's before
seme man north of town gets to see
some fellow whom he is on a trade
with, who lives some distance another

driving became frightened and
turned the buggy.
Mrs. Burton j
sustained a fractured arm and painful
though not serious bruises, and the
little baby escaped with a severe!
Medical aid was rend-- j
shaking up.
ered the woman and at last reports
she was resting comfortably.
Mrs.
Burton resides some four miles south-- ! direction.
east of the city on the Hanny and Trade Day will be a big benefit to
all, the dry farmers, the irrigated
Grail place. Roswell News.
fanner as well as the merchants and
FARMERS NEEDED.
professional men. There will be busiThe greatest need of the Mesilla ness for the auctioneer, for the hotels,
valley today is farmers. Not differ- restaurants, feed yards, blacksmiths
ent farmers, or better farmers, but and all stores, and the people of the
more farmers. There is too much un- country will be repaid in the bargains
True, they will obtain as well as disposing of
developed land in the valley.
there is much of this undeveloped some crop, stock, etc., and perhaps a
land that cannot be developed until locoed horse. Fort Sumner Review.
the completion of the big dam, but
there is also much that might now
TRAINMAN HAS "WHEELITIS.1
be developed, laud that is being held
for sale by those who cannot themBattle Creek, Mich., Nov. 22. Anselves develop it, and who cannot sell thony Harper, a Michigan Central
for the lack of buyers.
trainmen who runs between Detroit
The permanent prosperity of the rnd Battle Creek, claims to be the
valley and Las Cruces will only victim of a strange malady which he
be assured by the extensive cultiva- calls "wheelitis."
The action of the
tion of every foot of available land. malady is curious. It makes one tired
This takes more farmers.
It is all of wheelB. Harper cannot ride withright 'to talk about creameries, al- out it affecting him. It is the result
falfa mills, canning factories,
etc., of a constant journey on a not
these things are all good and will
train.
come in time. But the more farmers
"I hate to think of
' Mm..
par said. "Every time I do it gives
me a peculiar feeling. I have been
working for five years now and it
The
was about a year
city
ago that
the
wheels began to bother me. During
brings out all that is
the
past month it has become almost
in you. Make good
unbearable. I see wheels in my sleep.
e
wr
tu Mtvu
I sway to and fro when I walk. I
;,
ir you can
try
to keep time with the train.
with you.
If I
I
don't get over It In a couple of weekB
"The City" li. B. Koch
I am going to lay off for a little while."
over-- (

j

,

over-speed- y

trfi

m Mimm

wrroRKLmTm
New York, Nov. 22. Thousands of,
dollars were spent on "The Daughter
of Heaven" at the Century theatre. A
fortune was lavished on costumes and1
scenic effects.
"The Daughter of Heaven" proved,
from a commercial point of view, a
failure. A wonderful artistic success,!
it has drawn so poorly that prices
were greatly reduced, soon after it
opened, in the hope that the empty
scats might be filled.
Another Chinese play was recently,
put on. A simple little thing, with just
one setting for the three acts. No big
no
chorus;
and gorgeously-garbechorus at all, in fact. No tremendous
scenic effects; just a few tables and;
chairs and screens and curtains.
And this Chinase Riay has proved
one of the great big financial sue-- :
cesses of the season.
J. Harry Benrimo, an actor and
manager, conceived the idea that of!
putting on a real Chinese play in the:
Chinese manner, just as it is done in
the Chinese theatres of San Francisco.
He got George C. Hazeltou to collab- orate with him in making the play,
Benrimo speaks and writes Chinese.
and the play was constructed out of
several oriental dramas, some of them
more than a thousand years old.
"The Yellow Jacket" is the name of
the play. It is a tragedy. It is the
story of the two wives of Wu Sin Yin,
a mighty governor, and their two sons.
It is a tale of wicked plots, of cruel
murders, of usurpation and vengeance.
Also of love and romance and the real-ization of lofty ideals.
If all this were done in the ordinary
way, no one would care for it. But
alter the fashion of the Chinese the-,- '
atre that is different. The actors:
strut in and out to incidental "music"
of the Chinese variety. If one is supposed to be riding a horse, he gallops
in. When a lady, having committed
suicide, goes to heaven, she climbs up
a ladder to a balcony from which a
deceased relative has been conversing
with her.
In the center of the stage there sits
a personage who does not take any
part in the play, but explains, before
each act, and during the action, just
what is occurring. Also there is the
property man, an infinitely bored individual. He is never off the stage,
but he does not speak a word, and
he is a "scream."
Are there mountains to be climbed,
the property man constructs them out
oi a table and two chairs. Higher
mountains, more chairs. A boat, drifting down a river, three chairs "in a
row. A castle, a screen with a chair
behind it. Does a gentleman desire to
hang himself to a weeping willow tree,
the property man stands holding a
tall bamboo pole with a noosed rope,
till the suicide has been attempted,
and frustrated. It is frustrated by another gentleman who slashes the rope
with a large knife, also furnished by
the property man.
And so forth most
exquisitely
d

amusing. Arhtur Shaw plays the
i
property man to perfection, ami Sig-nor Perugini, who used to be a noted
l.il- singer, and wlio was also one of ex-- .
is
earliest
husbands,
lian Russell's
oollent in the explanatory part. The
whole cast has achieved jiiHl the right;
touch, half way between dignity and;
burlesque.
John Bar, highwayman, Is most, un
happy, despite the fact that, he pos
sesses a distinction which can lie,
,
claimed by no other highwayman in-hu-- :
no
other
deed, by no other man,
man being.
Some prisoners like the lodging and
the fare in the Queens county jail and
Others sometimes
l.hey stay there.
are not pleased. It has been the custom for such inmates to walk out
through an open door or a frail place,
in the wall and go away from there.
Ilarz, not knowing the proper and
recognized way to escape from the
Queens county jail, went through an
performance,
elaborate preparatory
gave the warden and keepers a whole
lot of bother and is still in.
At the time Barz was placed in the;
jail, after having held up at pistol
point several farmers in the wilds of
(Jueensborough, he said he didn't care
what became of him, as he had only
a short time to live. He had been in
another jail, he complained, where the
food was very bad, and his digestion
had been so impaired that his death
was scarcely more than a matter of
days.

Still, he seemed to have a good ap-petite. Lottie Smith, a young lady of;
pleasing appearance, used to call on
him, bringing him dainties, such as
Bismark
dill pickles, Swiss cheese,
herring and potato soup.
All these delicacies were carefully
probed by the keepers, as young
ladies who visit prisoners in this part
of the country have a cute little way
of smuggling in flies, saws and crowbars. No hadware was ever discovered in Lottie's provender.
But the warden, eavesdropping as
Barz and Lottie parted one afternoon,
heard the prisoner whisper, "ill be
out in a few hours."
As soon as Lottie was gone the war
den and various keepers rushed into
Barz's cell, overpowered him and
went through the place. They found
he had sawed through the bars of his
window, so that he could easily bend
them outward, and had hidden in his
cot a knotted rope 10 feet long, made
out of a stolen blanket, with which to
let himself down to the ground.
Barz was so cross he wouldn't tell
them how he got the saws. Nor could
they find them till at last a false bottom was discovered in Lottie's soup
pail, with the tools nestled cozily underneath.
No more soup for John, no more
When people
privileges for
break out of the Queens county jail
they've got to do the way it's always
been done.
1
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BUT A CERTAIN SAFE CURE
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cow.

FOR SALIC A food milch
Phone Bishop's ranch, L"0 YV.

Po you know whyso many Specific Blood Poison Victims are also sufIt is because they have filled
ferers of stomach trouble or Rheumatism?
their systems with mercury or otasli in an effort to cure the blood disorder. These minerals cannot cure Specific Blood Poison; true such treatment will sometimes temporarily remove the outward symptoms and hold
the poison in check but as soon as the minerals are kit ciT the disease-breakout again. Any system saturated with mercury or potash is necessarily weakened find loses much of it:; resistive powers; it is a dangerous
treatment and should be left off by any who are usin it. There is a way
a certain way to cure Specihc Blood Poison, and that is to cleanse the
blood with S. VS. S., made entirely of roots,
Mr
herbs and barks. It i:i a perfectly safe treatment for any one and is certain in its good

Rooms with ail modern
for gentlemen
only.

KOIt UfCXT

conveniences,
Telephone .1.

s

1C2.

WANTED
TO Ul.'Y A cooking
range not smaller t;:a:. :.: hole and
in good condition.
Address "0" this
ollice.

--

$110.00 buys a bran new combination runabout and top buggy, rubber
tired, and fine sot of single harness.
Th( o. Corrick.

KfW

Q
,llanv years r,s the greatest of all blood pu
rifiers and the safest of treatments for blood poison. Home Treatment Book
and medical advko free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

FOR SALIC OR LICASE Ojo Cali-entHot Springs and hotel with

i-

For particulars, apply Anranch.
thony F. Joseph, Ojo Caliente, Taos
county, N. M.

INTERESTING NOTES ON
OUR RIVERS AND HARBORS

'

j

WANTS
yf

POTASH!

IY--N0

Washington, 1). ('., Nov. 22. The
ninth annual convention of the Na- tional Rivers and Harbors congress
which meets in this city on December
to continue in session three days,
gives abundant promise of being the
most largely attended convention this
association has had since its
at the old Arlington a decade
1

AVe
1CVKR YBODY uses brushes.
have a new and complete line for
purpose. We want a live agent
mittee who will continue in coimress every
to represent us in this County and
is Mr. Ransdell, who has been el. cted State.
on request.
Full particulars
to the senate. His distinguished ser- Fuller Brush
Kuns.
Wichita,
Company,
vice not only in the house but as presof the
ident, since its
TYPEWRITERS
National Rivers and Harbors congress, Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
should in the very nature of things platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- -'
place him upon the commerce commit- plies. Typewriters sold, excheangei
and rented. Standard makes handled.
tee of the senate.
All repair work and typewriters guar-- .
senators on the
The hold-ove- r
Ex-- I
Santa Fe Typewriter
committee are Messrs. Nelson, anteed.
of Minnesota; rerkins, of California; change. Phone :':;1 W.
Smith, of Michigan; Stephenson, of
AGICNTS We want one good live
Wisconsin; Burton, of Ohio; Durham,
of New Hampshire;
Crawford, of agent in each city or town to sell won- South Dakota, and Oliver, of Pennsyl- derful household necessity. Good invania, republicans: Martin, of Vir- come assured, also valuable premginia; Simmons, of North Carolina; iums. Free samples. Previous ex-- ,
,
of Nevada; Iiankhead. of perionco not necessary. Write at once
and for full particulars. Gilanor Company,
Alabama; Fletcher, of Florida,
Reed, of Missouri, democrats.
Roswell, X. 5T.
Now that the democrats are practically assured of control of the sen- Novermu-- OFII. TIMItKli, Albuiiieriue. N". M
Scaled bids miirkeU ouwiU;
ate, Mr. Nelson will be retired from 'Hid. linjlier till?
Suit; A ppliciuimi, November I,
uml addressed
the DisLriet
the chairmanship of the commerce nui.
Forest Service. A ,hui)ueniie, N.
committee for a democrat, the mem- Forester,
M.. will lie received up to and
the lth
inthe merchant
tiny of
lid, for orall dowii
bership of lhe committee being
mud all the
limber
uMp.
dead
standing
creased by the addition of four to live timber marked lor ciittitii; by a Forest I
located on an area lo be definitely
make up the ten, the apportionment sfleer,
Knated by a Foicst officer before outtmt,-- I
accorded to the majority party. There
includine iihout Ifio acres in approxi
fly Sec. an. Tp. 17 NT.. It. in B N. M. lJ. M.,
are nine republican members of the mat
in A Kiia Sarea Canyon, within the Pecos Na-- i
committee holding over, two of whom llomil Forest, esiimated lo be rJK.Ofili H. II. M.
Western Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir. White
would have to be eliminated and six of
Fir and White Pine sawtimber, more or less.
hold-ove- r
No hid of less than f;i 1.0 per M. ft.. 11. M. will he
democrats.
considered and a deposit of Sloo.uo must he .seni
As the election did not change the to the First National Hanlt. AlbitiUerue.
M. lor each bid submitted to the District Fore-- ;
party complexion of the house, the ap- ster. Timber upon valid claims is exptnpt from
Har- saie. The ritfht. to reject any and all bids is
and
Rivers
of
the
portionment
For further information trovernlm;
bors committee will remain the same, reserved.
sale, address Fores! Supervisor, Pecos Na-- :
Mexico. A.O.
with Mr. Spaikinan, of Florida, as liona,! Forest. Santa Fe. New KUKKSTKK.
WA1IA. ACI'lNi; PISTItlCT
chairman. The new members assuming the present members
will be reappointed, there will be f.hree PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
democrats and five republicans.
Besides the chairman, the
W.
ATTORNEYS AT-Ldemocrats are M urges, of Texas;
.f
of
Mississippi; Taylor,
Humphreys,
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Alabama; ICdwards, of Georgia: Small,
City Attorney.
of North Carolina; Booher, of MiCapital City Bank Building,
of
Driscoll,
Illinois;
ssouri; Gallagher,
Rooms
of New York; Donohoe, of PennsylSanta Fe, New Mexico.
vania, and Scully, of New Jersey, demof
Washington,
ocrats; Humphreys,
G. W. PRICHARD,
and Barclifeld, of Pennsylvania, repubAttorney and Counsellor at Lanv.
licans.
Practico in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
eoni-niei'c- e

ago.

deliver the openexpected to still
further emphasize his position looking
policy
to a broad and statesman-liktint
by the national government, in
tieatment of the w aterways of the
country to the end that, all streams
susceptible of navigation may be made
navigable.
And after the present administra-- '
tion is ended progressive citizens in
all the states will look to a democratic
administration to carry on the work of
river, harbor and canal improvement
now under way on the ground that the
even
platform of the democrats is
of
other
the
than
platforms
stronger
parties with respect to this very vital
question.
The result of the general election,
while it does not affect the advancement of. sentiment for waterway improvement in harmony with the doctrines of the National Rivers and Harbors congress, has in a number of instances changed the personnel of the
committees of both houses having to
deal with river and harbor appropriaPresident Taft

ing address

and

will
is

e

tions.
The senate committee on commerce,!
which consists of seventeen members.
lost two Messrs. Bourne, of Oregon,
republican, and Percy, of Mississippi,
democrat while the house committee
on rivers and harbors, consisting of)
twenty-onmembers, lost eight three
democrats, Messrs. Handsell, of Louisiana; Ullerbe, of South Carolina, and
Boehne, of Indiana; Lawrence, of
Massachusetts; Davidson, of Wisconsin; Young, of Michigan: Rodenberg.
of Illinois, and Kennedy, of Iowa, re-

publicans.
The only member of the house com

New-lands-

,

r

IVc-o-.-

i

j

ol--

'Je-.--

bet-in--

.

17-1- 8

HARRY D. MOULTON,

;

.

Attorney-at-Law-

,;

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L, O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

out use Butter
i

m

lour

kingwhere they want something better than lard.

it

. Chas. R. Eatley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.

Chas. F. Easley,

you know why butter is so high? Housewives
T0habit
have come to use more and more of it for

WILL HAVE TRADE DAY.

INJURED IN RUNAWAY.
Mrs.
Granville Burton and littlej
five months old baby were the prin-- j
cipals in a runaway which occurred
on" South Main street Tuesday afternoon, the horse which the lady was

hustling
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Attorneys-at--

Practice

aw.

'

in the Courts and

lefor

Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,

from years of

particular coo-

N. M.

It's a wasteful

HAVE YOU ANYTHING

TO ADVfc.t.

TISE?
Tell your story to

habit highly expensive and wholly unnecessary.
Use butter on your table, where it belongs; discard it from your
kitchen. The use of Cottolene in cooking, will give just as good
s
of a pound of Cottolene will go
results as butter. Besides,
Cottolene
costs no more than lard.
as far as a pound of butter, and
Use more Cottolene and cut down your butter bill.

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING

two-third-

AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico.
DR.

W.

HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ....
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours S a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

akes Delicious Pastry

DR.

Try Thu Redpe:

ONE EGG CAKE
1 egg
1 cup milk

pie-crus-

DON CASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE 202 WATER ST.

t.

1 teaspoon vanilla
cup of Cottolene
'2 teaspoon soda
cup sugar
2 cups flour
teaspoon cream of tartar
Rub the Cottolene and sugar to a light cream, add well beaten yolk of egg
and vanilla, mix together the soda, cream of tartar and flour, stir it into
the creamed mixture, alternating with the milk. Add well beaten white
f
hour.
of egg last Bake in shallow pan in moderate oven about
1
1

one-hal-

Phone, 9 J.
OFFICE HOURS.

?

to 3 P. M.

,
and SURGEON,
Cation Block, Palace Ave. , next
door to Wells Fargo Hx.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
PHYSICIAN

COMPANY
ill

1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D

Made only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANK
-

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE,

It makes deliriously
Cottolene
cake
For
creams up
tender
doughnuts.
light,
making
beautifully and gives the best obtainable results. Muffins, fritters,
short cake, and all other pastry, are best made when made with
Cottolene. It makes food rich but never greasy.
Cottolene is a vegetable product, and makes food that is healthful
and digestible.
Cottolene makes light, flaky, crisp

J.

M- s-

9

MRS. DR. BROWN
Is Going to Practice With
DR. R. H. MILLER.

Specialty
Office,

115

.

,

Obstetric.

Grant Ave., Sa.ita Fe.

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
pany.

New Mexican
bring returns.

want

ads. always

1

? "r
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i
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DESPERATE COAL MINER

shut . and seriously wounded Mrs.
IS CAPTURED BY POSSE. ,.:mlna .alhl.0I) a Wldov,
aged 43,
Vn., Sow 22. Sain-- w hile she was on her way to work as
Charleston,
uel Russell, alleged leader of a band a janitor.
ot coal strike sympathizers who shot
Her assailants, one of whom she
up the town of High Coal yesterday, believes to be her
James
was run down in the mountains by
with whom she had quirt'Qnalteri,
bloodhounds and mine guards and
cannot he found.
ut ruled,
tnken to military headquarters
Mrs. l.athrop received a bad wound

A Miner5

1

gradually weakens. even a

son-in-la-

-

The'

i'aint Creek Junction

today.
strike zone was quiet today.

in

the left arm near the shoulder.

,

!

v

Phone

4.

'

F. ANDREWS

j

j

strong man unless his system
nourished by a pure bod- tonic like SCOTT'S EMUL- SI ON which keeps the blood
rich , builds healthy tissue and
makes
is

body-warmt-

Phone 4.

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods of AH Kinds.

HOUSE

j

m

1
1

REQUISITION.

- j

!

Bloomfi

i

rv

PRC

Phone 4.

m

at m ra

jr&

1

cows

MILKING

I
I Milk Sweet Cream I
I
ii Santa at
I
pf
I
I
f
Santa
ments
are
trial.
I
I
Milk in

5

and

10

ill
;.

the following prices:

Fe

in

Gallon Quantities

at

jj

25

GclliOIl

1

INCORPORATIONS
i
Articles of incorporation were filed;
in the office of the state corporation
commission today by the Maxwell
Lumber company, at French, Colfax
county, w ith S. K. Pelphrey as statu- tory agent. The company is incorpor-- j
'ated at SoO.Onn. divided into 500;
shares at $10D. The sum of $7000 has
been paid in. '''t? stockholders are S,
(!)
113. Pelphrey. of
CO
shares:!
Grace V. Collins, of ;' v. 1 share, and
Mercie S. Pelphrey, of French, !)

EMULSION,

ADDITIONAL

and am in a position to furnish

Governor McDonald honored the
requisition of Governor Lee Cruce, of
the state of Oklahoma, for Dan Van!
Wakenen, wanted in Lincoln county,
Oklahoma, on the charge of forgery.
The prisoner was arrested in McKinley county by Sheriff R. L. Roberts, j

' sem

JUST PURCHASED

I 100

'

NEW FIGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.

F. ANDREWS

W
i

com-- i

missoners which has been meeting for
the past two days at the penitentiary
has adjourned, after transacting much
routine work. The board is composed of former Governor Miguel A.
Otero, president; Charles F, Easley,
ot Santa Fe, secretary;
Jose Inez
Urinal, of Xambe; V. 11. lioatright, of
Albuquerque; George .1,. Ulrick, of
Carrizozo, and John B. McManus, sti- periniendent, of Santa Fe.

I0jMm
A

22, '1912.

.

;

EVERY MINER NEEDS SCOTT'S

Scott & Bowxn,

erecting the vault.

BOARD ADJOURNS.
The board of state penitentiary

grippe and pneumonia.

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT

Phone 4.

j

h.

nour- SCOTT'S EMULSION
ishment; it strengthens the lungs
prevents coughs, colds, rheumat

Market

Grocery, Bakery

j

.

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
TWO MEN SHOT WOMAN.
the paper that boosts all
Mexican,
men
Denver, Colo., Nov. 22.-- Two
works for the upbuild'
and
time
the
over
down
their
with caps pulled
eyes,
leaped from an alley tiiis morning, and ing of our new State.

c

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

7

sh.

shares.
Articles were also filed by the Me-- i
rino Sheep company with office at Al- The two convict cooks, who sawed to the ladder using wires to make the buquerque, and Clark M. Carr as stat-- !
n tory agent. The capital stock is $23,-- :
their way out of the penitentiary using extension hold. Then raising this
to the side of the wall, 000, divided into 250 shares at $100
to cover up work of their files,
may be, headed for Arizona or for Col- - they were able to reach the top, and each. The company begins with
with the following
stockholders:
orado. That was the news brought escape.
Evon 7..
"The day cook relieves the night Clark M. Carr, 99 shares:
today, coupled with a denial of the
story sent the mounted police that the cool: about 3:;iO a. m. and that la! Vogt, 99 shares, and Joel B. Good, 2
two men seen In Santo Domingo Tues-- ' how the two cooks were able to make shares.
CIVIL SERVICS.
day morning are the much wanted their escape simultaneously. An inA civil service examination to fill
cooks.
teresting feature of their escape was
It appears that the convicts went the fact that they had to file but one various positions in the field branch-- !
through Pino Blanco, and the sheriff bar to get out, as both men arc very l, of the federal service Is scheduled
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the
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real estata man and bore the Are they selling fast? The factories
Will Be Sold
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words "Come to Texas" in large red are' two or more mouths behind orDiscount.
ders. The inventions of the past
letters.
year or two make it so easy to proINSPECTS BIG VAULT.
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
duce light and shade in playing that
Mr. Lacoff is here from Denver, as even to
the trained musical ear. the
at cost. Black Plumes at a
a government inspector to look over
can not fail to be agreeplayer
piano
discount.
the big vault which is being construct-- able when it is
large
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SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
judge. A. Windsor is the contractor a necessity.
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$1.35 per Gallon

Fe depot. ShipThese prices are f. o. b.,
e
will arriv the same day they
shipped. Give us a

SUNSHINE CREAMERY,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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JUST RECEIVED

Beautiful Blooming Plants and Ferns.
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GARDEN
THE OneCLARENDON
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Kust Old Sun
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Miguel

Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
IR. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.
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Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE

jl

wishes were realities, most housewives
would own a

Monarch Malleable Range
They would then know why we so warmly recommend the MONARCH.
They would know by actual experience that the MONARCH saves
time money labor and that the splendid satisfactory service
which it gives at first is faithfully continued for many, many years.
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SAiNTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
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VOIR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
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CLOCKS
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TEIAT YOUHAO

MAi.S.FBlLE RANGE
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
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MISS A. MUGLER
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READY for
Is one of the pleasant

GETTING

things now just at hand.

You may
confidently come here for every-

thing that refers to the correct
clothes; and that's really a very
important part of the preparations
FFNER & MARX
Clothes are the best made; .they
grace an occasion where they ap
pear; perfect style and tailoring,
correct fit.

1

ARE WEARING our hart
Schaffner & Marx Overcoats:

VyAlirl
VVUJflCn

you see one in our illustration here. We've
got the right styles for Men and Women ;
many new abrics, many new models.
and many Mixtures of
and Effective Weaves and Patterns.

GRAYS, BROWNS, TANS, 'BLUES,

Color, in Many New

OVERCOATS

'pyrisht

Hart SohaCaer

& IIP.

SUITS $18 & IIP

& Marx

SALMON'S i

$15.50
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-

The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing
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